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VISION AND OBJECTIVES

VISION

• Facilitate the development of a competitive
electricity market in the SADC region.
• Give the end user a choice of electricity supplier.
• Ensure that the southern African region is the
region of choice for investment by energy intensive
users.
• Ensure sustainable energy developments through
sound economic, environmental and social
practices.

OBJECTIVES

• Provide a forum for the development of a world
class, robust, safe, efficient, reliable and stable
interconnected electrical system in the southern
African region.
• Coordinate and enforce common regional standards
of quality of supply, measurement and monitoring
of systems performance.
• Harmonise relationships between member utilities.
• Facilitate the development of regional expertise
through training programmes and research.
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• Increase power accessibility in rural communities.
• Implement strategies in support of sustainable
development priorities.

MISSION

• Aim to provide the least cost, environmentally
friendly and affordable energy and increase
accessibility to rural communities.

STRATEGY

• To be the most preferred region for investment for
value for money by energy intensive users.

VALUES

• Respect for others and develop mutual trust.
• Honesty, complete fairness and integrity in dealing
with issues.
• Selfless discharge of duties.
• Full accountability to the organisation and its
stakeholders.
• Encourage openness and objectivity.

SADC Directorate of
Infrastructure

SAPP ORGANOGRAM

SAPP ORGANOGRAM

SAPP ORGANOGRAM
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Organogram and SAPP Membership
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Current SAPP Membership

No

Full Name of National Power Utility

1

Botswana Power Corporation

2

Abbreviation

Country

OP

BPC

Botswana

Electricidade de Mocambique

OP

EDM

Mozambique

3

Electricity Supply Corporation of Malawi

NP

ESCOM

Malawi

4

ESKOM

OP

Eskom

South Africa

5

Eswatini Electricity Company

OP

EEC

Eswatini

6

Lesotho Electricity Corporation

OP

LEC

Lesotho

7

NAMPOWER

OP

NamPower

Namibia

8

Rede Nacional de Transporte de Electricidade

NP

RNT

Angola

9

Societe Nationale d’Electricite

OP

SNEL

DRC

10

Tanzania Electricity Supply Company Ltd

NP

TANESCO

Tanzania

11

ZESCO Limited

OP

ZESCO

Zambia

12

Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority

OP

ZESA

Zimbabwe

No

Full Name of Private Utility

Status

Abbreviation

Country

13

Copperbelt Energy Cooperation

ITC

CEC

Zambia

14

Hidroelectrica de Cahora Bassa

OB

HCB

Mozambique

15

Lunsemfwa Hydro Power Company

IPP

LHPC

Zambia

16

Mozambique Transmission Company

OB

MOTRACO

Mozambique

17

Ndola Energy Corporation

IPP

Ndola

Zambia

OP = Operating Member
NP = Non-Operating Member
OB = Observer
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Status

ITC = Independent Transmission Company
IPP = Independent Power Producer

ABOUT SAPP
•

The SAPP was created in August 1995 at the
SADC summit held in Kempton Park, South Africa,
when member governments of SADC (excluding
Mauritius)
signed
an
Inter-Governmental
Memorandum of Understanding for the formation
of an electricity power pool in the region under
the name of the Southern African Power Pool.
The ministers responsible for energy in the SADC
region signed the Revised Inter-Governmental
Memorandum of Understanding on 23 February
2006.

•

The SAPP is governed by four agreements:
the Inter-Governmental Memorandum of
Understanding which enabled the establishment
of SAPP; the Inter-Utility Memorandum of
Understanding, which established SAPP’s
basic management and operating principles;
the Agreement Between Operating Members
which established the specific rules of operation
and pricing; and the Operating Guidelines, which
provide standards and operating guidelines. The
SAPP Agreement Between Operating Members
and the Operating Guidelines are under review.

•

The SAPP has twelve member countries
represented by their respective electric power
utilities organised through SADC.

•

The SAPP has four working committees: the
Environmental Sub-Committee, the Markets SubCommittee, the Operating Sub-Committee and the
Planning Sub-Committee under a Management
Committee which in turn reports to the Executive
Committee. The Markets Sub-Committee is a
new sub-committee that was created in April
2007 following the signing of the Revised InterUtility Memorandum of Understanding by the
SAPP Executive Committee on 25 April 2007.
Also created in April 2007 is the Coordination
Centre Board to govern the activities of the SAPP
Coordination Centre.

•

The SAPP coordinate the planning and operation
of the electric power system among member
utilities.

•

The SAPP provide a forum for regional solutions
to electric energy problems.

•

The SAPP established the Short-Term Energy
Market in April 2001. From January 2004, the
SAPP started the development of a competitive
electricity market for the SADC region. The new
market is in the form of a day-ahead market
(DAM).

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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HIGHLIGHTS 2019/20
The Annual Report covers the fiscal year from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020. The SAPP main
achievements for the period under consideration were as follows:

1.GENERATION CAPACITY EXPANSION
•

A total 3,595 MW of generation capacity was commissioned in 2019 compared to 3,874 MW
commissioned in 2018.

•

About 16% of the new generation was from renewable energy generation.

•

A total of 16,515 MW generation capacity is planned to be commissioned in the SAPP region
within the next 4 years between 2020 and 2023 of which a total of 3,215 MW is planned to be
commissioned in 2020.

•

Installed power generation capacity was 72,156 MW for the region with 64,438 MW being the
installed generation capacity for operating members only.

•

The operating generation capacity was 58,493 MW for all members and 51,979 MW for
operating members only.

•

SAPP peak demand including reserves was 58,096 MW during the period under review.

•

The region had surplus generation capacity of 397 MW for all SAPP members, but a deficit
of 1,904 MW for all the operating members.

2.COMPETITIVE ELECTRICITY MARKET IN SAPP
The SAPP Competitive Electrcity Market highlights are:

6

•

2,004 GWh traded on the market during the year under review as compared to 2,054 GWh in
the previous year which represents a 2.5% decrease.

•

A total of USD146 million was exchanged on the market in 2019/20 compared to USD107
million exchanged in 2018/19.

•

Highest competitive market share achieved in a month in 2019/20 was 33% which was
achieved in July 2019. Average competitive market share in year 2019/20 was around 21%
which was lower than the 32% recorded in 2018/19

•

Nine (9) SAPP members participated in the market during the period under review

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL

Competitive Market Share for the Year Ended 31st March 2020

3.PROJECTS PREPARATION
SAPP facilitation of project preparation gained momentum through the Project Advisory Unit (PAU) funded
by the World Bank under the Advancing Regional (Transformational) Energy Projects (AREP) program. Prefeasibility and feasibility studies of priority regional power generation and transmission projects were initiated
during this period. Several projects are at advanced stages of project preparation.

4.STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT
SAPP continues to engage with key stakeholders that includes industry, regulators, governments and the
International Cooperating Partners (ICPs). Through various forums, including conferences and workshops
SAPP has been presenting its achievements and highlighting areas of improvement.

5.STAFF ISSUES
Ms Precious T. Manase, a Zimbabwean national joined the SAPP Project Advisory Unit as Accounts Officer
from 17 February 2020 taking over from Mr Kaemba Kakompe who left at the end of February 2020. Ms
Mildred Hamusonde, a Zambian citizen joined SAPP Coordination Centre as the Administrative Assistant to
the Executive Direcor on 1 March 2020. Three members of staff entered into new contracts after the expiry
of their contracts during the year under review.

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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SAPP EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEMBERS 2019/2020

Edward Rugoyi (BPC)

Meshack Kunene (EEC)

Pedro Couto (HCB)

Trevor Myburgh (MOTRACO)

Rui Pereira do Amaral Gourgel (RNT)
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Owen Silavwe (CEC)

Dr Alex Chiwaya (ESCOM)

André de Ruyter (Eskom)

Dr. Leketekete Ketso (LEC)

Matthew Lindunda (LHPC)

Simson Haulofu (NamPower)

Mamadou Goumble (Ndola Energy)

Jean Bosco Kayombo (SNEL)

Dr Sydney Gata (ZESA)

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL

Aly Sicola Impija (EDM)

Dr Tito Mwinuka (TANESCO)

Victor Mundende (ZESCO)

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Mr André de Ruyter
Group Chief Executive of Eskom Holdings
SAPP Executive Committee Chairperson

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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2.POWER SUPPLY
A total of 3,995 MW was commissioned in the region in the year under review. The table below shows the
committed generation projects for the period 2020 to 2023 which could result in the addition of 16,515 MW
to the SAPP grid. 8,450 MW of generation capacity is however expected to be decommissioned during the
same period.

No Country

2020

2021

2022

2023

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

399
10
240
10
90
30
220
1,219
212
765
20

0
120
0
18
44
2,342
820
120
300

2100
500
20
50
0
0
1,525
1,795
200
590

268
550
805
1032
101
-

2,499
510
360
10
20
426
580
264
5,891
3,859
1,186
910

11.7%
2.2%
2.0%
0.1%
0.1%
3.2%
3.1%
1.4%
31.9%
30.1%
6.4%
7.8%

3,215

3,764

6,780

2,756

16,515

100%

Angola
Botswana
DRC
Eswatini
Lesotho
Malawi
Mozambique
Namibia
South Africa
Tanzania
Zambia
Zimbabwe

Total
Plants Planned to be
decommissioned

75

1,870

2,280

4,225

Total

%share

8,450

3.REVIEW OF SAPP MEMBERSHIP
Following the approval of new SAPP membership categories, SAPP received and is processing one new
membership application from Zambia and two from Zimbabwe.

4. SAPP OFFICE EXPANSION
The SAPP Coordination Centre office expansion commenced during the year. As at 31 March 2020 progress
was at 67% completion. The construction works were affected by the COVID-19 pandemic due to lock downs.

5. SADC MEETINGS
5.1 SADC Energy Sub-Committee Meeting
The SADC Energy Sub-Committee meeting was held from 25 to 26 February 2020 in Dar es Salaam,
Tanzania. The Energy Officials’ meeting was in preparation of the SADC Energy Minister’s meeting that was
scheduled to take place later during the year. The meeting was appraised of the power supply situation in the
region and deliberated on the progress in the implementation of SAPP generation and transmission projects.
SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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6.EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETINGS
6.1 47th Executive Committee Meeting
The 47th SAPP Executive Committee Meeting was held on 5 December 2019 in Gaborone, Botswana. The
meeting was officially opened by the Minister of Minerals, Green Technology and Energy Security Honourable
Lefoko Maxwell Moagi.
He highlighted the generation projects commissioned in the region and stressed the need for renewable
energy projects to augment the generation supplies.The meeting was followed by the SAPP Annual Meeting
where the 2018/19 Audit Report and Financial Statements were approved.
6.2 Signing Ceremony for the Inga – Soyo Interconnector Project Preparation
The Inga – Soyo Interconnector between Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Angola is
being promoted by their respective power utilities SNEL and RNT, with the SAPP Coordination
Centre having been appointed as Project Coordinator. RNT and SNEL signed and adopted the
Terms of Reference for the feasibility studies during the 47th SAPP Executive Committee meeting.

7.COOPERATING PARTNER SUPPORT TO SAPP.
SAPP continued to receive support from international cooperating partners to facilitate the fulfilment of
its objectives.Government of Norway and SIDA provided grant funding for the further development of the
SAPP competitive electricity market. Support during the year under review included the establishment of
the Market Surveillance Unit.
The World Bank extended its grant support for the SAPP Project Advisory Unit to 2022. A Multi Donor
Trust Fund Grant agreement was signed between the World Bank and SAPP in August 2019. The grant is
administered by the World Bank with initial contributions from Sweden and provides further support to the
SAPP Project Advisory Unit.
SAPP received technical support from the Southern African Energy Program (SAEP) covering preparation
of guidelines and advisory support on analytical studies.

8. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT.
I would like to take this opportunity and thank the members of the SAPP Executive Committee for the support
that I have received from them as the Chairperson of the SAPP Executive Committee.

Chairperson, Executive Committee
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MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE REPORT

Mr. Alex Kadiayi
SNEL Transmission Director,
Management Committee Chairperson
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1. INTRODUCTION
We continued to provide strategic guidance to the SAPP Planning, Environmental, Operations and Markets
Sub-Committees as well as the Coordination Centre Board during the year under review.

2. SAPP MEMBERSHIP
SAPP received membership applications from the companies listed in the table below whose applications
were at various stages of processing at the end of the period under review.

No

Name of Company

Country

Date of Application

1

Energy and Information Logistics (Pvt) Ltd

Zimbabwe

07 October 2019

2

Maamba Colliery

Zambia

31 October 2019

3

Afrochine Energy Corporation

Zimbabwe

10 February 2020

3. MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETINGS
3.1

53rd SAPP Management Meetings

The 53rd SAPP Management Committee meetings were held in Harare, Zimbabwe organised by SNEL from
28 to 31 August 2019 as they could not be hosted in DRC due to the outbreak of the Ebola disease. The
meetings were officially opened by the Honourable Deputy Minister of Energy and Power Development of
Zimbabwe, Hon. Magna Mudyiwa.

Honourable Deputy Minister of Energy and
Power Development delivering opening keynote speech
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SAPP Management Committee Members in Harare

3.2

54th SAPP Management Meetings

The 54th SAPP Management Committee Meetings were hosted by ESCOM in Lilongwe, Malawi from 3 to 5
March 2020. The meetings were officially opened by the Honourable Minister of Energy, Mr. Bintony Kutsaira,
MP.

Honourable Minister giving Oﬃcial Opening Speech,
Lilongwe, Malawi
3.3

Honourable Minister with ESCOM CEO,
Lilongwe, Malawi

Crime Prevention Working Group Meeting.

The Crime Prevention Working Group (CPWG) held a meeting in Victoria Falls Town, Zimbabwe from 18 to
19 February 2020. The CPWG strives to put in place strategies to prevent theft and vandalism of the electrical
infrastructure network in a bid to provide reliable and sustainable power supply in line with the SAPP Mission.
The SAPP network continues to be vandalised by criminals resulting in power outages and loss of valuable
network infrastructure and revenue. The member utilities reported a total of 7,151 incidents on electrical and
associated infrastructure and 2,327 other crimes. Strategies devised to address these crimes continue to
be explored, with steady progress, though investment in technological advancements presents itself as a
tangible solution.
There is significant progress in implementing the strategies for the CPWG. The strategies include the following:
•

Establishment of the Network Equipment Crime Prevention Committees.

•

Establishment of Controlled Disposal of Non – Ferrous metal and Transformer oil.

•

Establishment of 24/7 Control Rooms

•

Branding of New equipment.

•

Enhanced partnership Policing, Industry Coordination and Cross border operations.

•

Community involvement in monitoring and protection of network infrastructure.

SAPP Management Committee Members in
Lilongwe, Malawi

CPWG Delegates in Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe
SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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4. SAPP CHAIRPERSONS VISIT TO EUROPE
The SAPP Management Committee, Board and Sub-Committee Chairpersons and SAPP Coordination
Centre representatives undertook a study tour to Europe. The objective of the study tour was to appreciate
best practices from activities of Transmission System Operators and Renewable Energy initiatives in Europe.

SAPP Chairpersons, SAPP CC with participants from Georgia and Ukraine
The Chairpersons also attended the 2019 Regional Security Conference, an annual high-level event on
European transmission security coordination, with participation of leaders from across the European TSO
community and beyond. The conference took place in Copenhagen, Denmark.

5. INTEGRATED DEMAND MANAGEMENT
The SAPP Integrated Demand Management (IDM) Working Group held its bi-annual meeting at the SAPP
Coordination Centre Offices in Harare, Zimbabwe from the 18th to 19th September 2019. The Working Group
discussed the impact of IDM initiatives and energy efficiency programs on utilities’ revenue.
The UN also made a skype presentation on model regulations and procurement specifications of distribution
transformers. Each utility presented their country’s energy savings through IDM initiatives during the meetings.

6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I would like to thank the SAPP Coordination Centre, members of the SAPP Management Committee and our
cooperating partners for their contribution to the SAPP achievements during the year.

Alex Kadiayi

Management Committee Chairperson.
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PLANNING
SUB-COMMITTEE (PSC) REPORT

Mr. Joseph Vusie Ncwane
Senior Planning Engineer, Eswatini Electricity Company (EEC), Eswatini,
Planning Sub-Committee Chairperson.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

It is my ultimate pleasure to present the SAPP Planning Sub-Committee (PSC) 2019/20 Annual Report. I
would like to thank the outgoing PSC Chairperson Eng. Francis Namakanda from ZESCO for leading the
PSC in the past two years. This report covers key issues and activities of the PSC. The period under review
is from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020. Highlights for this period are as follows:
A total 3,595 MW of generation capacity was commissioned in 2019 compared to 3,874 MW commissioned
in 2018. About 16% of the new generation was from renewable energy generation. The SAPP plans to
commission a total of 16,515 MW within the next 4 years between 2020 and 2023 of which a total of 3,215
MW is planned to be commissioned in 2020.

2. SAPP KEY FIGURES AND FACTS
The SAPP demand and supply status as per in March 2020 is as shown in Table 1:
Table 1:SAPP Demand and Supply situation as in March 2020

All SAPP
Members

Interconnected
SAPP Members

Installed Generation
Capacity (MW)
Operating Capacity (MW)
Peak Demand including
reserves (MW)
Surplus Generation
Capacity (MW)
Installed Generation
Capacity (MW)
Operating Capacity (MW)
Peak Demand including
reserves (MW)
Deficit Generation Capacity

72,156
58,493
58,096
396
64,438
51,979
53,883
1904

During the period under review there has been an increase in deficit generation capacity for interconnected
members from 655 MW recorded in March 2019 to 1,904 MW recorded in March 2020.
The reduction in surplus generation capacity was due to the reduced operating generation capacity in Eskom,
South Africa.
Overall, the SAPP has excess generation capacity of 396 MW of which most of the excess generation
capacity is in Angola (2,261MW) and Tanzania (94MW) which are not yet interconnected, thus showing the
need for the SAPP to speed up the interconnection of all non-interconnected members.
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3. SAPP DEMAND AND SUPPLY SITUATION
3.1. Current Power Supply Situation and Landscape
The SAPP’s generation mix is currently dominated by thermal (coal) with 64%. Other generation technologies
available in SAPP are hydropower, solar, distillate, nuclear, wind, gas biomass and landfill. Figure 1 below
shows the current installed capacity contributions by generation technology.
Wind, 266, 0%

Nuclear, 1947, 3%

OCGT, 1488, 2%

Biomass, 48, 0%

Solar PV, 2817, 4%
Distillate, 2943, 4%

Solar CSP, 727, 1%

Hydro, 14922, 22%

Coal, 44595, 64%
Landfill, 21, 0%

Coal

Landfill

Hydro

Solar CSP

Distillate

Solar PV

Wind

Nuclear

OCGT

Biomass

Figure 1: SAPP Installed Generation Mix as in March 2020 in MW

3.2. History of New Generation Capacity
The SAPP has commissioned a total of 22,907 MW of new generation capacity in the past 10 years from
2010 to 2019 against planned new generation capacity of 30,092 MW for the same period, thus 7,185 MW
less than what was planned. Table 2 shows the comparison of the planned and actual generation capacities
commissioned.

Table 2: Planned vs Actual Generation Capacity Commissioned by SAPP since 2010
Actual
minus
Planned
Capacity
(MW)

YEAR

Planned
Capacity
(MW)

Actual
Capacity
Commissioned
(MW)

2010

908

848

-60

2011

1,751

1,230

-521

2012

3,552

1,099

-2,453

2013

1,992

1,210

-782

2014

2,737

1,999

-738

2015

2,763

1,864

-899

2016

3,058

4,180

1,122

2017

3,616

3,008

-608

2018

4,842

3,874

-968

2019

4,873

3,595

-1,278

TOTAL

30,092

22,907

-7,185

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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3.3. Generation Supply and Project Tracking
A total of new generation capacity of 3,595 MW was commissioned in 2019. The projects were commissioned
by both national utilities and Independent Power Producers (IPPs). The IPPs contributed 52 MW (1 %) of
the new generation capacity. The generation projects commissioned in 2019 are shown in the Table 3 below:

Table 3:Generation Projects Commissioned in 2019
Utility

Country

Name

Type

RNT
RNT
RNT
RNT

Angola
Angola
Angola
Angola

Hydro
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal

SNEL
SNEL

DRC
DRC

Lauca
Saurimo
Bie
Luena
Inga
2
expansion
Sanga
Diesel

Diesel
Hydro
Solar PV
Solar PV
Solar PV

ESCOM/
EGENCO

IPP
IPP
ZESA

Malawi
Malawi
Mozambique
Mozambique
Zimbabwe

LHPC
IPP
ESKOM
ESKOM
ESKOM
TOTAL

Zambia
Zimbabwe
Zimbabwe
South Africa
South Africa
South Africa

Minihydro

Mocuba
Solar PV
Centra
Grid
Tsanga
Kusile
Medupi
PV

Capacity
(MW)

334
20
20
20
148

Hydro
Hydro

5.4

Hydro
Thermal
Thermal
Solar PV

36
8
30
10
2
2
1440
1480
40
3 595

Although the coal fired technology is still dominating on the new generation capacity, the SAPP is committed
to follow the Global trend of reducing carbon footprint by investing more in renewable energy (clean energy).
A study to look at the impact of variable renewable energy on the SAPP grid is ongoing. This will promote
the development of more renewable energy in the region. Figure 2 shows the generation mix of the new
generation capacity commissioned in 2019.

Generation Mix for Plants Commissioned in 2019
Diesel , 36,
1%

Solar PV, 82,
2%
Hydro, 497,
14%

Coal, 2980,
83%

Coal

Hydro

Solar PV

Diesel

Figure 2: Generation mix for new generation capacity installed in 2019 in MW
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Table 4: Committed Generation Capacity - 2020 to 2023 in MW
Planned New Generation Capacity 2020 to 2023
No

Country

2020

2021

2022

2023

Total

1
2
3
4
5
6

Angola
Botswana
DRC
Eswatini
Lesotho
Malawi

%
share

399

-

2100

-

2499

15.1%

10

-

500

-

510

3.1%

240

120

-

-

360

2.2%

10

-

-

-

10

0.1%

-

20

-

-

20

0.1%

90

18

50

268

426

2.6%

7

Mozambique

30

-

-

550

580

3.5%

8

Namibia

220

44

-

-

264

1.6%

9

South Africa

1,219

2,342

1,525

805

5891

35.7%

212
765

820
120

1795
200

1032
101

3859
1186

23.4%

20

300

590

-

910

5.5%

3,215

3,764

6,780

2,756

16,515

100.00%

75

1870

2280

909

10
Tanzania
11
Zambia
12
Zimbabwe
Total
Plants Planned to be
decommissioned

7.2%

5134

3.4. Future Outlook
The SAPP continued to monitor and track the status of generation and transmission projects. A total of 16,515
MW will be commissioned in the next 4 years from 2020 to 2023 whilst a total of 5,134 MW is planned to be
decommissioned during the same period. Table 4 shows the planned committed generation capacity country
by country.

4. ANALYTICAL ACTIVITIES
4. 1.

Project Definition Readiness Assessment

The SAPP procured the Project Definition Readiness Assessment Software; a risk management tool that
identifies and measures risks related to project scope definition. Measuring scope definition and facilitating
project alignment is essential for good front end planning as it shows how well defined the scope of work is
and how well equipped and prepared is the project to commence with the execution phase, so as to ensure
project success as expected.
The comprehensive toolset is used to assess the project against 3 broad scope definition sections:
Basis for Project Decision: How well defined is the justification and supporting information for the project. And
how well have the options and alternatives been determined and evaluated, to ensure alignment with the
business’s objectives.
Basis of Design: How comprehensively have all the design parameters and specifications been defined to
ensure the scope of the project is fully understood and defined.
Execution Approach: How well have the requirements of the owner’s execution been identified and defined,
to ensure the project can be implemented and delivered effectively.
The tool was procured with funding from the World Bank and every SAPP member utility was provided with
a license. SAPP has been training utilities on the use of the tool so that utilities can evaluate the readiness of
projects on their own and would report the status of projects on a common basis.

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
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To date a total number of 152 utility representatives have been trained. The training of SAPP members has
been stalled due to the COVID-19 pandemic travel regulations. As a result of this training the SAPP has seen
a significant improvement in the reporting of the status of generation and transmission projects.
4. 2. Impact of the Integration of Renewable Energy Technologies on SAPP Grid
The SAPP has embarked on a project to assess the impact of Renewable Energy Technologies in the
Operations of the SAPP interconnected network. This is in-line with the global thinking of reducing carbon
footprint as it in-turn results in climate change. The project is in two phases, Part 1 was completed in December
2019 and Part 2 will be completed in December 2020.
Part 1 was focusing on high level techno-economic and regulatory issues. The main objective of the study
is to support the SAPP to prepare the interconnected system for the integration of variable renewable
energy (VRE) generation in a secure, reliable, and economic manner. The outcome of Part 1 will be an
input to Part 2.
In Part 1 involved analyzing the gaps in current regulations, existing infrastructure, institutional capacity,
and operating procedures. The study outcomes include proposed changes to regulations, Grid Code, and
operating procedures to facilitate successful integration of VRE. It also assesses investments required to
cope with increasing penetration of VRE generation.
Part 2 of the study is ongoing and is informed by the outcomes of Part 1. A Project kick-off meeting was held
with the SAPP Renewable Energy Task Team and the World Bank on 23rd March 2020 via teleconference,
that marked the start of Part 2 of the project. Part 2 work includes the definition of the procedures and
investments required to implement modified dispatch processes in the region.
The project is at the core delivery phase where a range of sensitivity studies are being carried out to investigate
contingency situations in the power system and significant increases and decreases in the output of the VRE
generation. A working note describing the methodology to determine short-term balancing reserves that will
go into the modelling and method to determine the minute to minute data has been issued by the Consultant.
The following studies are being done:
•

Detailed simulations of capacity and transmission interconnection plans to see if ramping, spinning
reserve and interzonal capacity is sufficient

•

Determine if capacity plans need to be augmented to include additional capacity

•

Simulate scenarios that explicitly considers n-1 contingency as well as renewable contingency.

5. SAPP – EAPP TRANSMISSION INTEGRATION IMPACT STUDY
The PSC completed the SAPP-EAPP Transmission Integration impact study in October 2018. The main
objective of the study was to assess the dynamic stability of interconnecting the two Power Pools.
The next step is to address the key challenges and milestones identified for the interconnection to operate
in a safe and reliable way. The recommendations from the study was discussed jointly between EAPP and
SAPP and some of the activities identified will be presented to cooperating partners for funding.
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The SAPP and EAPP met in March and July 2019 and setup an Implementation Governance Structure
to implement the recommendations from the SAPP-EAPP Integration study and mitigation of risks. The
implementation structure which will comprise of representatives from EAPP and SAPP is shown in figure 3:
Steering Committee

EAPP - SAPP
Coordination
Committee

Operational Readiness
Implementation Team

Operations
Task Team

Planning Task
Team

Legal and
Regulatory Task
Team

Markets Task
Team

Figure 3: SAPP-EAPP Implementation Structure
The detailed terms of reference and composition of Teams were developed, and the Capacity building needs
assessment were carried out for TANESCO as it will be key between EAPP and SAPP.

6. SAPP TRANSMISSION MAPS DEVELOPMENT
The SAPP have engaged a consultant with the objective of developing and updating the transmission grid
maps (existing and future) including the siting of existing and future power plants. These interactive maps
will help stakeholders to easily visualize the current state of the interconnected systems, projects under
consideration and future proposed projects.
Five software were analysed i.e. ArcGIS, MapInfo, Global Mapper, DigPro and QGIS. Based on the Belyk’
and Feist’s software evaluation criteria it was recommended that the SAPP use the ArcGIS. The transmission
maps are being developed.

7. SETTING UP OF SAPP DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The SAPP is setting up a data management system which aims to enable SAPP to have a central depository of
all data related to planning, project preparation and development, operations, markets, and environment. This
will be assisting the SAPP to easily access the data for any future requirements or studies. The procurement
of Consultant services has been completed and the project is on-going.

8. TRANSMISSION PRICING IN SAPP
The Planning Sub-Committee is continuing with the development of the Nodal Transmission Pricing model.
The SAPP Management Committee in their meetings held Lilongwe, Malawi in March approved the following
short term and long term recommendations for the project.
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Short-term recommendations:
i.

The SAPP to issue out dummy invoices for a period of twelve (12) months from 1st April 2020 to 31st
March 2021 – Trial dummy runs are currently being issued and comments are being consolidated for
review by the Transmission Pricing Task Team.

ii

Interim review of the test runs to be done after 6 months – meeting to review the test runs results to be
held in September 2020.

iii Continue with the current methodology for billing purposes until SAPP migrates to a new methodology on
1 April 2021 – for billing purposes the current methodology is being used by the SAPP
iv Develop a roadmap for testing and implementation.
Long-term recommendations:
i

SAPP to develop a course on entry-exit pricing methodologies for all the subcommittees.

ii

SAPP should develop capability on python coding.

A Consultant will be appointed to capacitate the SAPP members on the Transmission Pricing Principles to
ensure that all members understand the model’s input and output results.

9. PSC STUDY TOUR TO EUROPE
As part of the SAPP and ENTSO-E partnership under the programme, “Cooperation Beyond Membership” the
ENSO-E invited the SAPP’s Planning Sub-committee to a 7-day study tour from 19th to 25th October 2019.
During the exchange visit, discussions were made on TSO operations, planning and market facilitation from
the ENTSO-E perspective. Meetings with the regulators and academic institutions were also held. Countries
visited included Belgium, Germany and Netherlands, and the knowledge exchange visit was supported
through the World Bank funding.
Members from the SAPP Planning Sub Committee and the SAPP Renewable Energy Integration Task Team
formed the delegation list to Europe. The main objective of the exchange visit was to learn best practices
and gain a better understanding of network development planning and reliability criteria, renewable energy
integration and dispatch. The following areas of interest were discussed:
•

Effects of unbundling on TSO operations, planning and market facilitation,

•

Experience on Grid Code Development,

•

Planning Criteria and Standards,

•

Network development Planning and Reliability Criteria,

•

Renewable Energy Integration and Dispatch,

•

Transmission Pricing and Cross Border Compensation and Cost Allocation Mechanism,

•

Inter TSO Compensation and Transmission Tariffs,

•

Ancillary Services Charging Principles,

•

Transmission capacity Calculation and Allocation Mechanism,

•

Challenges of 2050 decarbonisation and sector coupling scenarios,

•

German national Legal framework and regulation.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report covers key issues and activities of the SAPP Operating Sub-Committee (OSC). The period under
review is from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020. Highlights for this period are as follows:
1.1

Power System Demand

This year the aggregate peak demand for SAPP Operating Members (excluding non-operating members)
was 47,123 MW. The aggregate generation available capacity for the Operating Members was 51,980 MW.
This peak demand is a simple summation of peak demands of individual member power systems usually
occurring at different times in the winter season of the year.
The peak demand excludes loads that were curtailed or reduced mainly due to generation capacity constraints
and, in isolated cases, due to insufficient transmission capacity. Compared with the previous year, the
aggregate peak demand increased by 377 MW. However, the aggregate available capacity decreased by
1,123 MW mainly due to unplanned plant outages in South Africa, Botswana and the Democratic Republic
of Congo.
1.2

Status of the Interconnected Power System

At the beginning of the year, the SAPP interconnected power system operated in two islands. The open
point was the interconnection between Botswana and Zimbabwe. This interconnection was left out of service
following faults triggered by cyclone Idai in March 2019.
Besides, one of the HVDC lines from Mozambique to South Africa, including the power line carrier (PLC)
telecommunication facilities on the line, were out of service. In the central corridor the Static Var Compensator
(SVC) on the Botswana – Zimbabwe interconnection was also out of service. Due to these outages, the
interconnected power system was vulnerable to undamped power oscillations.
PLC telecommunication on both ends of the HVDC link between Mozambique and South Africa enable HVDC
control systems, using the Grid Master Power Controller (GMPC), to assist in stabilizing the interconnected
power system. On 7 June 2019 the Insukamini SVC was recommissioned.
Then on 11 June 2019 the Botswana – Zimbabwe interconnection was re-synchronised, returning the SAPP
interconnection to its normal operating state after ten weeks. Normal energy interchange transactions in the
central corridor resumed. The PLC telecommunication on the HVDC link was subsequently restored on 17
June 2019.

2. POWER SUPPLY EMERGENCY AND BLACKSTART PREPAREDNESS
The SAPP Emergency and Blackstart Preparedness Working Group held its 4th meeting from 30 to 31 May
2019 in Johannesburg, South Africa. The working group discussed required inputs into the SAPP emergency
communication protocol.
The working group also discussed the framework for the regional power supply risk assessment and
restoration plan. The following utilities participated in the meeting: BPC, CEC, EDM, EEC, Eskom, HCB,
LEC, SNEL, TANESCO, RNT, ZESA, and ZESCO.
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Some members of the SAPP Emergency and Blackstart Preparedness Working Group
at the meeting in Johannesburg

3. SAPP QUALITY OF POWER SUPPLY
Power quality issues are becoming very prominent among power utilities, regulators, and customers. SAPP
handles the issues through the SAPP Power Quality Working Group formed in the year 2010. The working
group held a meeting in Harare, Zimbabwe, from 10 to 12 September 2019.
The working group reviewed the following documents: the SAPP Quality of Supply Standard, the SAPP
Power Quality Meter Specification, and the SAPP Power Quality Information Sharing Procedure.
The working group also discussed common power quality problems in SAPP and associated mitigation
measures. The working group also evaluated progress on installation of power quality infrastructure in SAPP.
All key interconnectors now have power quality meters. Also, most utilities now have online power quality
central database systems and are reporting power quality performance to the SAPP Coordination Centre and
to their national regulators.
From 4 to 8 November 2019 the SAPP Power Quality Working Group went on a study visit of energy sector
organisations in the United States of America.
The following organisations were visited: Xcel Energy (a power distribution utility), the state energy regulator,
and the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) in Denver, Colorado. In Washington, the working group
received expert presentations from officials from PJM, a transmission system operator, and Delloitte.
Focus areas of the study tour were standards and measurements of power quality, mitigation of power
quality problems emanating from renewable energy sources, battery storage technologies, and connection
requirements. The working group documented lessons learnt and follow up action plans.
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4. REPORTED SAPP SYSTEM DISTURBANCES
SAPP system disturbances are those disturbances that interrupt scheduled energy interchange among SAPP
member utilities or those that lead to excursion of power system frequency outside the 50±0.50 Hz band. In
the period under review, compared to the previous year, the number of reported SAPP system disturbances
dropped from eighty-nine (89) to fifty-nine (59). The leading cause was faulty transformer and line equipment
mainly due to old age. Faulty HVDC systems and faulty generator systems also led to a considerable number
of disturbances. Refer to the figure below for the general outlook of the disturbances per month. Table 1
below gives the causes and originating utilities of the disturbances.

Reported SAPP System Disturbances from 01 April 2019 to 31 March 2020
Table 1: Causes and originating utilities of SAPP system disturbances

Cause

Birds interference
2
Overload
1
Adverse weather
conditions or
1
2 4
lightning
Faulty line or
transformer
1 1 2 2
3 2 1 2
equipment
Faulty HVDC
systems or HVDC
3 1
9
lines
Generator / turbine
9
1
fault
Vandalism
1
3
Faulty auxiliary
3
1
systems
Loss of large load,
2
triggering oscillations
Protection system
1
mal-operation
Human error
1

MOTRACO
EDM
HCB
Eskom
BPC
ZESA
ZESCO
CEC
SNEL
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5. SAPP SYSTEM DISTURBANCE INVESTIGATION
In the period from September 2018 to May 2019, the SAPP interconnected power system experienced
a number of system disturbances. In January 2019 the SAPP formed a task team to investigate these
disturbances and come up with mitigation measures. The task team held its first meeting from 28 to 29
May 2019 in Johannesburg, South Africa. The task team gathered detailed information about the system
disturbances and proposed various action items to prevent or reduce reoccurrence of the disturbances. The
task team was due to present a detailed report to the Operating Sub-Committee in the year.

Some members of the SAPP system disturbance task team at the first meeting in Johannesburg.

Some TWG Members at a meeting hosted by BPC in Gaborone.

6. SAPP TELECOMMUNICATIONS
Reliable telecommunication facilities are critical to interconnected power system operations. In June 2019 the
SAPP Telecommunications Working Group met in Gaborone, Botswana, to resolve various telecommunication
issues in the SAPP. The working group planned the implementation of the SAPP Video Conference System.
The working group also specified a cyber security system for the SAPP optic fibre telecommunication network.
In the year under review the network performed well for voice and data for the connected utilities.
To optimise utilisation of the network, a secure video conferencing system among SAPP members was
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planned, complete with cyber security. In the period under review the working group also published the
Request for Quotation (RFQ) for replacement of the SAPP online system viewer at SAPP Coordination Centre
in Harare, Zimbabwe. The system facilitates monitoring and reporting performance of the interconnected
power system.

7. STUDY FOR INTEGRATION OF RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES IN THE
ZAMBIAN GRID
RES4Africa is a non-governmental organisation that promotes development of renewable energy sources
in Africa. In partnership with the Government of Zambia and power utilities in Zambia, including ZESCO
and CEC, RES4Africa is carrying out a grid integration study of renewable energy sources in the Zambian
power grid. From 24 to 25 July 2019, RES4Africa organised a workshop for validating the inception report
of the study. The workshop drew participants from the Department of Energy, Rural Electrification Agency,
power utilities and the Energy Regulator in Zambia. SAPP was invited to the workshop and was represented
by the Operations Engineer. It was noted that integration of renewable energy will have an impact not only
to national power grids but also to the regional interconnected grid. Therefore, coordination of plans and
harmonisation of operational standards is critical to smooth integration.

8. SAPP 16TH ANNUAL ENERGY TRADERS AND SYSTEM CONTROLLERS FORUM

SAPP Energy Traders and System Controllers at the 16th Forum in Mozambique.
The 16th SAPP Energy Traders and System Controllers Forum was hosted by EdM from 23 to 24 October
2019 in Maputo, Mozambique. Energy Traders and System Controllers shared challenges and successes of
their day-to-day duties. They made specific recommendations to the Markets and Operating Sub-Committees
for consideration. The traders and controllers had an opportunity to visit the central gas thermal power station
in Maputo, Mozambique, for familiarisation.

9. SPECIAL OPERATING SUB-COMMITTEE MEETINGS
On 21 February 2020 the Operating Sub-Committee held a special meeting in Johannesburg. The main focus
of the meeting was power system disturbances. The meeting discussed causes and mitigation measures.
The meeting also came up with an action plan for the following projects: review of the Agreement Between
Operating Members (ABOM), methodology for handling energy imbalance, and energy metering. A day
before, the Operating Sub-Committee met jointly with the Planning and Markets Sub-Committees on review
of the ABOM.
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10. COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS IN THE SAPP OPERATING GUIDELINES
From the 2018/2019 financial year the SAPP through the OSC implemented warnings and financial penalties
for non-compliance with selected requirements in the SAPP Operating Guidelines. In the year under review
warning and invoices were sent to Operating Members according to results. Financial penalties were paid by
four (4) utilities. Results for the year 2019/2020 had not yet been reconciled. These warnings and penalties
foster compliance with operating guidelines, necessary for reliable interconnected system operations.

11. COVID-19 PANDEMIC
On 30 January 2020 the World Health Organisation (WHO) declared the corona virus disease (COVID-19)
outbreak as a “public health emergency of international concern”. Subsequently, on 6 March 2020 the
SADC Secretariat informed SAPP that a number of SADC countries and institutions had taken responsible
precautionary measures to prevent the risk of exposure to contracting and spreading of the deadly virus. As
the SAPP financial year was drawing to close on 31 March 2020, the future looked bleak for power system
operations. From March 2020 planned maintenance activities and physical meetings were suspended. The
governments of the Republic of South Africa and of the Republic of Zimbabwe implemented total lockdown
of non-essential services from 26 March 2020 and from 30 March 2020, respectively. Other SADC countries
implemented states-of-emergency and partial lock downs. The forecast was that power system loads would
reduce drastically. Many SAPP power utilities would implement strict measures to prevent infection of
COVID-19, affecting normal management of power system operations and control. The year ahead looks
challenging due to restrictions imposed by authorities to prevent the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. I call
upon all operational staff in SAPP to be more vigilant in their duties and focus on meeting objectives of SAPP.
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1 INTRODUCTION.
It is my pleasure, on behalf of the Markets Sub Committee (MSC), to present the SAPP 2019/20 annual report
on SAPP trading issues. Competitive market trading continued to show significant growth from previous
years following the introduction of the Forward Physical Month Ahead Market (FPM-M), the Forward Physical
Weekly Market (FPM-W) and the Intra Day Market (IDM) in 2016 , in addition to the Day Ahead Market
(DAM). Delivering valuable services to SAPP’s stakeholders require focus, dedication and collaboration
across teams. This was made possible due to the concerted efforts of the SAPP Management Committee
(MANCO), the SAPP Sub-committees and the SAPP CC during the year.
During the year 2019-20, the main focus areas for the MSC in addition to continue increasing trade on the
competitive market, was to ensure that the SAPP Market Trading Platform (SAPP-MTP) is up to date with the
latest technological enhancements and trends. The current system was installed in 2014 and has outlived its
lifespan and would require an upgrade in order to ensure it meets the requirements of modern technologies.
The enhancement project would also incorporate other SAPP requirements such as enhancements on
settlement data, reports generation, market surveillance requirements etc.
I am happy to report that the above key activities for the SAPP market are progressing successfully. The MSC
also continued to work towards increasing trade volumes on the competitive markets. Trading occurred in all
the competitive markets namely the month ahead, week ahead, day ahead and intraday markets.
Despite notable achievements recorded in the year 2019, a lot is still to be done to take the SAPP market to
next levels. There was generally an increase in transmission access for the SAPP competitive markets largely
due to the revised transmission capacity allocation criteria and the reduction in bilateral trade volumes.
Below is a summary report on the SAPP trading issues covering the financial year 2019/20.

2 DEVELOPMENT OF A BALANCING MARKET FOR SAPP
The Balancing Market (BM) is meant to provide a transparent and competitive trading platform in real time.
NordPool Consulting in partnership with Nextec and Ricardo Energy was appointed to develop the trading
system. The project kick-off meeting was held on 22nd August 2019. A consultant was appointed in September
2019. A workshop was held for the joint OSC and MSC to explore on the available options and to define the
project specifications. The consultant then worked on the detailed specifications and the designs of the BM
and a workshop was held in February 2020 for the joint MSC, PSC and OSC where these detailed designs
were presented. The consultant is developing the trading system for the BM. MSC is working closely with the
OSC on the development of the Balancing Market.

MSC members pose for a photo during their meetings in April 2019
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3 ESTABLISHMENT OF A SAPP TRANSMISSION INFRASTRUCTURE
FINANCING FACILITY (RTIFF)
SAPP has commissioned an assignment to identify options for unlocking investment in transmission
infrastructure through a dedicated facility. The ultimate aim of this facility, known as the Regional Transmission
Infrastructure Financing Facility (RTIFF) is to enable SAPP and its members to increase and improve trading
volumes, alleviate congestion on the existing network, improve reliability and create adequate redundancy in
the regional system. The RTIFF may also serve as a means to support the operationalization of the SADC
Regional Development Fund by serving as a sector specific financing mechanism.
Following the finalization of the Inception report in October 2019, the consultant has produced the following
key outputs:
•

Diagnostic Report highlighting the barriers being faced and the key enablers for successful project
implementation.

•

Concept Note highlighting the interventions expected from the RTIFF initiative and in particular the
resources that the RTIFF project is expected to offer and the initial thinking around possible institutional
framework.

•

Techno-Economic studies

Stakeholder engagements undertaken so far include:
•

SADC Secretariat

•

Key financiers such as the World Bank, AfDB, DBSA, KfW etc

•

SADC Electricity Sub Committee

•

SAPP Legal Working Group

4 POWER EXCHANGE MECHANISMS BETWEEN SAPP AND EASTERN AFRICA
POWER POOL (EAPP)
The SAPP and EAPP setup an Implementation Governance Structure to implement the recommendations from
the SAPP-EAPP Integration study and mitigation of risks. The detailed terms of reference and composition
of Teams were developed. Capacity building needs assessment was carried out for TANESCO as it will be
key between EAPP and SAPP.
The following criteria was agreed for nomination representatives to the Task Team:
•

Countries on point of interconnection

•

Countries in the main transmission corridor

•

Control areas.

The interconnection of SAPP and EAPP will be made possible through the interconnection of Tanzania and
Kenya and also between interconnection of Zambia and Tanzania. It is therefore important that the gaps noted
from the current SAPP-EAPP integration study are addressed before the two systems are interconnected.
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5 SAPP MEMBERS TRADING PARTICIPATION LEVELS ON THE COMPETITIVE
MARKET
Below is a summary of the average monthly number of participants in the competitive market for the year
April 2019 to March 2020

Fig 5.1 Participants on the Competitive Market for the Year Ended 31st March 2020.

On average, three (3) members participated in the FPM-M each month during the year of 2019/20. There
was also an average number of three (3) participants each month in the FPM-M during the previous year of
2018/19. In the FPM-W there were an average of five (5) participants each month during the year 2019/20.
During the year 2018/19 there was also an average number of five (5) participants each month. In DAM,
an average of nine (9) members participated on the DAM competitive markets each month during the year
2019/20. During the year 2018/19 there was also an average of nine (9) members recorded each month. In
terms of portfolios, on average twelve (12) portfolios in DAM were active on the market in 2019/20 which is
the same average figure achieved in 2018/19 in DAM. In the IDM there was an average figure of eight (8)
participants as compared to the average figure of seven (7) participants recorded in 2018/19.
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6 SAPP MARKET PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
6.1 BIDS SUBMITTED AND MATCHED ON THE COMPETITIVE MARKET
Figure 6.1.1 below gives a summary of the bids and offers submitted and matched volumes on the SAPP
Competitive market in 2019/20.

Fig 6.1.1: Bids submitted and Matched on the SAPP Competitive Market for the Year Ended 31st March 2020.

Table 6.1 : Matched Bids 2019/20

Matched Bids 2019/20
Apr-19
May-19
J un-19
J ul-19
Aug-19
S ep-19
Oct-19
Nov-19
Dec-19
J an-20
Feb-20
Mar-20

Total Buy Bids
390
534
705
818
559
596
591
606
811
752
535
599

Total S ell Bids
638
450
580
699
823
890
801
715
730
621
404
571

Total Matched Bids
147
155
196
253
203
271
274
197
231
182
97
90

Total B ids (GWh)

7498

7921

2295

19% of power offered and 31% of power requested from the market was matched on the competitive market
in 2019/20.
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Below is a summary of the demand and supply trend on the SAPP competitive market since the market was
opened to date.

Figure 6.1.2: SAPP Competitive Market Demand and Supply

Demand for power on the SAPP competitive market was higher in 2019/20 when compared to power supply
offered on the market during the same period. There was a decrease of power offered on the competitive
market during the period 2019/20 as compared to the previous period. This is attributed to the drought which
resulted in low water levels available for electricity generation in the SAPP region.

6.2 TRADED VOLUMES ON THE COMPETITIVE MARKET (FPM-M, FPM-W, DAM &
IDM)
Activity on the competitive market decreased in 2019/20 where a total of 2,004.4 GWh was traded compared
to 2,054.2GWh traded in 2018/19. Figure 6.2 below gives monthly traded volumes on the SAPP competitive
market in 2019/20. Also included is the distribution of trades by market and the total traded volumes on the
market since the market was opened in 2009 to date.
Note that 25% of power offered and 27% of power requested from the market was traded on the competitive
market in 2019/20.

Fig 6.2.1 Total Energy Traded on FPM-M, FPM-W, DAM and IDM for the Year Ended 31st March 2020.
T raded V olumes - 2019/20

Period
A pr-19
May-19
J un-19
J ul-19
A ug-19
S ep-19
O ct-19
Nov-19
Dec-19
J an-20
F eb-20
Mar-20
Total Energy Traded (GWh)
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F PM-M Traded
Volumes (GWh)
8.7
7.0
7.9
7.3
6.8
7.3
45.0

F PM-W
Traded
Volumes
(GWh)
5.0
0.7
9.6
21.1
9.9
15.6
12.6
20.0
12.7
8.3
9.0
7.1
131.6

DA M
Traded
Volumes
(GWh)
92.7
115.8
141.4
185.6
167.7
173.4
211.6
144.5
126.6
118.9
70.8
58.8
1,607.8

Total Energy
IDM Traded Traded in all
Volumes Markets
(GWh)
(GWh)
14.7
112.3
11.5
128.0
24.4
175.4
34.1
249.6
7.6
185.2
8.3
197.3
25.2
256.3
7.6
172.1
30.2
177.4
31.7
166.2
8.7
95.3
16.1
89.2
220.0
2,004.4

6.3 IMPACT OF TRANSMISSION CONSTRAINTS ON THE COMPETITIVE MARKET
2019/20
13% of the energy that was matched in FPM-M, FPM-W, DAM and IDM in 2019/20 could not be traded due to
transmission constraints. This was higher than the 0.9% recorded in the previous year of 2018/19, signifying
congestion in transmission access for the competitive market in 2019/20. Figure 6.3 gives the impact of
transmission constraints in 2019/20, 2018/19, 2017/18 and 2016/17.

Fig 6.3.1: Impact of Transmission Constraints in 2016/17, 2017/18 ,2018/19 and 2019/20

Graph below shows detailed comparisons of the energy matched but not traded because of transmission
constraints from 2015/16 to 2019/20.

Figure 6.3.2: Energy Matched but not Traded

From above graph, the energy that was matched but not traded due to transmission constraints was higher
in 2019/20 when compared to 2018/19.
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6.4 IMPACT OF TRANSMISSION CONSTRAINTS ON THE BILATERAL TRADED
VOLUMES 2019/20
During the year 2019/20, there were some generation and transmission constraints that affected volumes
traded through the bilateral contracts. These constraints occured during the period from 22 November 2019
to February 2020. During this period, 419 GWh or 16% of the total Bilateral traded volumes during the same
period in SAPP was not traded as result of generation constraints. During the same period, 79 GWh or 3% of
the total bilateral traded volumes during the same period was not traded because of transmission constraints.
The table below provides a detailed analysis of the constraints affecting bilateral traded volumes in the SAPP
region.

Table 6.4.1: Generation and transmission constraints on bilateral traded Volumes

Nov-19
Dec-19
Jan-20
Feb-20
Total

Total B ilateral E nergy not Traded E nergy Not Traded
Traded
as a result of
as a result of
Volumes in
Generation
Transmission
S APP (GWh) C onstraints (GWh) C onstraints (GWh)
811
31
8
658
144
23
658
122
33
502
122
15
2629
419
79

6.5 COMPETITIVE MARKET SHARE
Traded volumes on the bilateral market increased in 2019/20 as compared to 2018/19. This is attributable
to the drought that was faced in the SAPP region as members preferred to secure power through bilateral
contracts to ensure reliability of supply. Generally, the bilateral traded volumes had been going down from
2013 to 2019. The competitive market traded volumes on the other hand have been going up from 2013
through to 2019 and decreased in 2019/20. Below is a summary of the traded volumes on the bilateral market
for 2015/16, 2016/17,2017/18, 2018/19 and 2019/20. Also shown is the competitive market share against
total traded volumes for 2019/20.

Fig 6.5.1 Bilateral Traded Volumes from 2015/16 to 2019/20
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Figure 6.5.2: Total Bilateral traded Energy

6.5.3: Competitive Market Share for the Year Ended 31st March 2020.

Table 6.5.1. Monthly Market Share for the Competitive Market for the Year Ended 31st March 2020
Monthly Market S hare for the C ompetitive Market for the Year 2019/20

Month
Apr-19
May-19
J un-19
J ul-19
Aug-19
S ep-19
Oct-19
Nov-19
Dec-19
J an-20
Feb-20
Mar-20
Total
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Energy Traded
Energy Traded on the
B ilaterally
C ompetitive Market
(GWh)
(GWh)
343.9
112.3
499.0
128.0
577.6
175.4
509.3
249.6
715.0
185.2
697.9
197.3
830.5
256.3
810.9
172.1
658.1
177.4
658.3
166.2
502.0
95.3
587.4
89.2
7,390.0
2,004.4

C ompetitive
market s hare
(%)
24.6%
20.4%
23.3%
32.9%
20.6%
22.0%
23.6%
17.5%
21.2%
20.2%
16.0%
13.2%
21.3%

C ompetitive
B ilateral Traded
volumes
(%)
75.4%
79.6%
76.7%
67.1%
79.4%
78.0%
76.4%
82.5%
78.8%
79.8%
84.0%
86.8%
78.7%

Highest competitive market share achieved in a month in 2019/20 was 32.9% which was achieved in July
2019. Average competitive market share in year 2019/20 was around 21.3% which was lower than the 32.3%
recorded in 2018/19. Below is a comparison of the month on month market shares in 2015/16 to 2019/20.

Figure 6.5.4: Competitive Market Share

6.5.5: Competitive Market and Bilateral market share (2012/13 to 2019/20)

6.6 MARKET CLEARING PRICES
Figures 6.6.1, 6.6.4 and 6.6.6 below give a summary of the average market clearing prices for FPM-M,
FPM-W and DAM respectively for the year 2019/20.

Fig 6.6.1 Market Clearing Prices (MCP) on the FPM-M Market for the Year 2019/20
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Figure 6.6.2: FPM-M yearly average MCP

In 2019/20, the yearly average FPM-M market clearing price for Off peak periods was 4.779USc/KWh
compared to 2.79USc/KWh recorded in 2018/19. The average yearly Non Off Peak periods for 2019/20 was
10.33USc/KWh, up from 7.75USc/KWh recorded in 2018/19.
Figure 6.6.4 below gives the market clearing prices for the FPM-W market for year 2019/20. The average
yearly FPM-W market clearing prices for the Off Peak periods increased by 63% from 2.64USc/KWh in
2018/19 to 4.31USc/KWh in 2019/20. The FPM-W yearly average price for standard periods increased from
6.37USc/KWh in 2018/19 to 8.94USc/KWh in 2019/20. The yearly average peak price for the FPM-W
increased by 54% to 16.87USc/KWh in 2019/20 from 10.97USc/KWh in 2018/19.

Figure 6.6.3: FPM-W Yearly average prices

Fig 6.6.4 Market Clearing Prices (MCP) on the FPM-W Market for Year 2019/20
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Fig 6.6.5 Market Clearing Prices (MCP) on the DAM Market for Year 2019/20

DAM average market clearing price during the period 2019/20 was 7.9USc/KWh, with a minimum monthly
average MCP of 5.6USc/KWh and a maximum monthly average of 10.3USc/KWh.

Figure 6.6.6: DAM average MCP

Average monthly DAM market clearing prices were generally higher in 2019/20 when compared to 2018/19. In
2019/20, the yearly average DAM market clearing price was 7.82USc/KWh when compared to the 4.94USc/
KWh recorded in 2018/19. Below is the trend of the average yearly DAM market clearing prices on the
competitive market since market opening to date.

Figure 6.6.7: DAM yearly average MCP
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6.6.8 Average Monthly DAM Market Clearing Prices (MCPs) per time of use for 2018/19.

Figure 6.6.9: Dam yearly average MCP

The yearly average DAM market clearing prices for the peak, standard and off-peak periods for 2019/20
were 14.44USc/KWh, 9.57USc/KWh and 4.68USC/KWh respectively. In 2018/19 the DAM market clearing
prices for the peak, standard and off-peak periods were 9.32USc/KWh, 6.30USc/KWh and 2.63USC/KWh
respectively.
The IDM yearly average market clearing price for the peak period was 11.93USc/KWh, 7.79USc/KWh for the
standard time and 3.59USc/KWh for the off-peak period.

Figure 6.6.10: IDM average prices
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6.7 COMPETITIVE MARKET REVENUES
A total of USD145.76 million was exchanged on the market in 2019/20 compared to USD107.41million
ex¬changed in 2018/19.
Figure 6.7.1: Total revenue from 2016/17 to 2019/20

A total of USD 125.72 million or 86.3% of the revenues from the market was exchanged between buyers and
sellers while a total of USD 20.04 million or 13.7% was collected as congestion income, wheeling, losses
and administration fees in 2019/20. In comparison, in 2018/19 a total of USD 94.51mil¬lion was exchanged
between buyers and sellers on the market for the cost of energy traded while a total of USD12.9million was
collected as congestion income, wheeling, losses and administration fees. Below is the distribution of the
total revenues exchanged on the SAPP competitive markets in 2019/20.

Figure 6.7.2: Revenue Share for the year 2019/20
REVENUE SHARE FOR THE YEAR 2019/20

Cost of Energy (US$
Millions), $125.72 ,
86.25%

Admin Fee (US$
Millions) , $4.01 ,
2.75%
Wheeling Fees (US$
Millions) , $5.90 ,
4.05%
Loss Fees (US$ Millions) ,
$6.67 ,
4.58%
Congestion Income
(US$ Millions) , $3.46 ,
2.37%
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The Distribution of market revenues from 2014/15 to 2019/20 is shown by the figure below.

Figure 6.7.3: Competitive Market revenues

7 MARKET SURVEILLANCE
Establishment of the Market Surveillance (MS) Unit: The project progressed well during the period under
review. NordPool Consulting (NPC) was appointed to work together with the MS Manager on the project.
NPC completed its work at the end of March 2020 by submitting two main project outputs namely the MS
Handbook and the Market Conduct Rules. The MSC deliberated on the two documents on 21 February
2020 and provided comments which were incorporated into the documents. Part of the establishment of the
MS Unit included a workshop on market surveillance which was held in Johannesburg, South Africa on 4-5
September 2019 for the MSC.The purpose of the workshop was to capacitate the MSC on market surveillance
concepts and to introduce the MSC to the MS Handbook and the Market Conduct Rules. Furthermore, the
MS Manager and the Trading Officer undertook a capacity building training at NordPool hosted by the Market
Surveillance department. The MS Manager also participated on a study tour to the United States of America
on 10-20 November 2019 for exposure to the market surveillance matters in selected markets.
Market Surveillance Report: During the reporting period there were no major breaches of the SAPP rules and
hence no sanctions issued. Monthly MS reports were produced by the Unit.
The MS Unit was requested by the MSC to come up with a proposal on how Emergency Energy Rates should
be derived, audited and implemented. The MS Unit submitted a proposal to the MSC.

8 SAPP TRADERS AND CONTROLLERS FORUM
The 16th SAPP Energy Traders and System Controllers Forum was hosted by EDM from the 23rd to the
24th of October 2019 in Maputo, Mozambique. Energy Traders and System Controllers shared challenges
and successes of their day-to-day duties. They made specific recommendations to both the Markets and
Operating Sub-Committees for consideration. The traders and controllers had an opportunity to visit the
central gas thermal power station in Maputo, Mozambique, for familiarization.
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Participants at the 16th SAPP Energy Traders and System Controllers Forum in Maputo, Mozambique.

Familiarization tour to the central gas thermal power station in Maputo, Mozambique.

9 CAPACITY BUILDING
9.1 SAPP MTP TRADERS AND CONTROLLERS CERTIFICATION TRAINING
One certification training for System controllers on the SAPP Market Trading Platform bidding strategies was
held in Gaborone, Botswana from the 12th to the 14th of February 2020. The training was open to all SAPP
members (Operating, Non- Operating, TC and IPP members of SAPP). The training was funded by the
Government of Norway and Sida capacity building fund support.
•

The training covered the following:

•

Operation of the day ahead market (DAM)

•

Operation of the intraday market (IDM)

•

Operation of the forward physical markets (month and week ahead markets) – FPM-M and FPM-W

•

Operation of the bilateral wheeling and losses settlement modules

The focus of the training was to familiarize the SAPP system controllers on the operation of the SAPPMTP and especially the involvement of system controllers in transmission capacity management, scheduling,
energy imbalance calculations, among others. The workshop was attended by two system controllers from
all the SAPP members.
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9.2 SAPP MTP TRADERS CERTIFICATION TRAINING
SAPP, through the Government of Norway and Sida capacity building funding support conducted a traders’
certification training in Tanzania from the 10th to the 12th of March 2020.The training was open to two members
from each SAPP member (Operating, Non- Operating, TC and IPP members of SAPP). The certification
training covered the following:
•

Overview of SAPP Trading Arrangements

•

Overview of SAPP MTP

•

Practical training sessions on MTP Trading Aspects.

9.3 MSC STUDY TOUR TO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ON BALANCING
MARKETS
The SAPP Markets Sub-Committee undertook a study tour to USA in November 2019. The objective of
the study tour was to familiarize the MSC with the development and operation of balancing markets, the
development and operation of the market surveillance function, the mechanisms that can be used to manage
power exchanges between power pools and the leveraging on the market in the financing and development
of transmission projects that support regional trading. The tour was coordinated by Power Africa and funded
by the World Bank under the AREP program.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The SAPP, in its quest to provide a forum for sustainable energy development of a world class, robust,
safe, efficient, reliable and stable interconnected electrical system in the Region, requires the sustainable
management of the biophysical and socio-economic environments, that provides resources for this
development. The current and future load growth requires a strategic approach in the development of climate
resilient infrastructure, harnessing the renewable energy potential, promoting energy efficiency, all in response
to the change in climatic conditions. The 2019 Cyclone Idai had catastrophic effects on the power system
in the Region, compounded by the drop in the reservoir levels in Lake Kariba, thereby greatly affecting the
power supply and reliability. Additionally, these events have had immeasurable socio-economic impacts on
the countries in the Region.
Furthermore, beyond just environment protection, the tenets of sustainability are affixed by taking a longerterm view in making efficient business decisions that create value to our customers, stakeholders and public
at large. The promotion of sustainable livelihoods demands our commitment to the reduction of environmental
impact of all our activities, pollution prevention, best waste management practices and promotion of public
awareness and involvement in environmental issues. This is best achieved by streamlining an environmental
management system into the organisations business strategy. This has been identified by the ESC as one
of the critical Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that all utilities need to address, to create a platform for
continuous environmental improvement.
The year under review witnessed significant progress in Environmental Management in the SAPP. We
continue to employ climate change adaptation and mitigation strategies as interventions in the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions. Advancements were made in the elimination of PCBs in the SAPP grid, through
the SADC PCB Elimination Project. Additionally, notable progress was observed in the implementation of
the Environmental Management System within the utilities. Furthermore, capacity building was undertaken
to enhance environmental management within utilities. The SAPP will also continue to raise environmental
sustainability through publications in the quarterly Sustainable Development Bulletin.

2. ENVIRONMENTAL STATUS OF SAPP GENERATION AND TRANSMISSION
PROJECTS
Environmental and Social Impact Assessments (ESIA), in upholding the tenets of sustainable development,
ensure that potential problems are foreseen and addressed at an early stage in project planning and design.
They further present an opportunity for socio-economic benefits while enhancing environmental safety.
ESIA studies, in all member utilities of the SAPP, are conducted as prescribed by the respective national
environmental legislations. Additionally, requirements of policies, standards, and guidelines of Multilateral
Development Banks (MDBs) are adhered to, to enhance environmental and social sustainability. Requirements
of MDBs have been adequately addressed in the SAPP Environmental and Social Management Framework
(ESMF) that utilities have adopted, in addition to their national legislation.
The environmental status of the SAPP projects has been reported under the Planning Sub-Committee report
in this issue.

3. CLIMATE CHANGE
3.1 Clean Energy Fund for SAPP
The management of the Transformative Carbon Asset Facility (TCAF) fund, under the charge of the World
Bank, has not yet taken a decision to consider Clean Energy Fund for SAPP (CEF4SAPP) PrePIN proposal.
This is following submission of the revised version in August 2018. The German Ministry of Environment has
however, signaled its support for including CEF4SAPP in the TCAF pipeline.
Due to the absence of traction on this matter, SAPP CC held a meeting with the consultant, GFA, on 24
November 2019. The next steps agreed were the development, by GFA, of a draft concept for converting the
current CEF4SAPP carbon based feed-in premium (FIP) into a concept that may be submitted to the Green
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Climate Fund (GCF), complemented by an estimate of the levelized cost of electricity (LCoE). The basic
funding approach of the program would be to convert it from ‘Carbon Finance’ to ‘Public Climate Finance’.
This is possible and the scope of the program (in terms of installed RE MW) could even be enlarged. The
revised approach, through GCF, will however, run in parallel with the TCAF mechanism.
3.2 Utility Climate Change Policies
Climate change is already being observed through rising temperatures, melting glaciers, shifting rain
patterns, increased storm intensity and rising sea levels. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions from human
activities – mainly fossil fuel use, deforestation, and agriculture are the main causes climate change. If GHG
emissions are not reduced to significantly below current levels within the next few decades, there will be
further warming and sea-level rise for centuries to come. This will result in adverse impacts on human health,
natural ecosystems, and the economy. The risk of serious climate change impacts suggests that urgent
action is needed to significantly reduce GHG emissions in the coming decades. There is increasing evidence
that the overall benefits of strong and early action to reduce GHG emissions outweigh the costs.
In the energy sector, integration of climate change and energy policy objectives is particularly important as
today’s investments will “lock in” the infrastructure, fuel and technologies to be used for decades to come.
Therefore, greater attention must be paid to the energy efficiency interventions. Major improvements in energy
efficiency, as well as fuel switching to low- or non-carbon-intensive energy sources such as renewables and
storage, are the main technical options to reduce GHG emissions.
In view of the aforecaptioned, SAPP utilities are to develop Climate Change Policies, as a Key Performance
Indicator, to demonstrate commitment to addressing climate change issues. These are to be aligned with
respective country Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC) as per the Paris Agreement on Climate
Change. Policy development was extended to June 2020 to allow for internal approval processes in the
utilities.
3.3 Utility Climate Change Initiatives
Utilities continued to engage in initiatives to address the effects of climate change. These included, but not
limited to, tree planting at river catchment areas, replacement of incandescent bulbs with CFLs/LED, solar
lighting, and awareness to the workforce and public on demand side management initiatives. This activity
shall remain ongoing, with interventions adapted to meet the prevailing needs.
3.4 Climate Change Task In The SAPP
(i) The ESC appointed of a Climate Change Task Team to address all aspects related to the impact of
climate change on the SAPP. The immediate tasks were as follows:
(ii). Lead in the development of the TORs to engage a consultant to undertake a study on the effect of climate
change on the SAPP; and
(iii) Update the SAPP Climate Change Adaptation and Mitigation Strategy; and

4. PCB PHASE-OUT PROJECT
4.1

Awareness Raising Strategies

Terms of Reference were drafted by the SAPP to undertake PCB awareness in utilities. This was following the
review of the SAPP PCB Awareness Proposal, wherein UN Environment/Africa Institute limited the awareness
to utilities, with the exclusion of the general public, with a budgetary approval of US$50,000.00. A PCB Task
Team was established to carry out the following: Revise the awareness proposal and limit it to utilities only;
develop training/awareness materials; and conduct a training of trainers.
The Task Team proceeded to draft the proposal for preparation of a training manual to conduct PCB awareness
in utilities, which was then submitted to Africa Institute for consideration. The salient issues in the proposal
aim to address the following: Standardised procedure for the decommissioning of PCB contaminated
equipment; and conducting stakeholder analysis and vulnerability assessment. The proposal should further
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take cognisance of what is existing in the utilities; facilitate inclusion of PCB management induction in utility
induction programs to ensure its sustainability beyond the project; development of training materials that
could be customised to meet local conditions. Proposed activities were developed based on the approved
budget. The utilities are expected to draw from the country budgetary allocation, to conduct the awareness
activities as prescribed by the manual.
4.2

PCB Utility Inventories

Utilities through the Environmental Sub-Committee members provided a status on the activities associated
with the PCB phase-out project, being implemented in line with the 2025 deadline of the Stockholm Convention.
This was necessitated by concerns raised by the Africa Institute, the Executing Agency for the GEF funded
SADC PCB Elimination Project, due to the Project falling behind schedule considerably. The implication of
this, is the project closure in affected countries and the return of the funds to the Global Environmental Fund
(GEF). The power utilities host a large percentage of the PCBs in the affected countries and therefore, are
at risk of losing this opportunity to disposal of the PCBs through the Project. Additionally, the cost of disposal
would be huge for utilities to bear on their own, and the continuous existence of PCBs in the utilities continues
to compromise environmental integrity and the lives of our workforce and the general public. Utilities reported
conclusion of inventories for transmission equipment and ground mounted transformers. However, the
inventories for pole mounted transformers in the distribution system were yet to be concluded. Collection
of all PCB contaminated equipment and oils is for disposal is scheduled for March 2020, in phase 1 of the
project.
Furthermore, the Africa Institute has engaged the SAPP to assist accelerate the implementation of the Project.
This is against the background that most PCB contaminated materials and equipment are within the facilities
of the power utilities. To this effect, the following strategies have been employed: extension of the inventories
to September, 2019; Revision of the Project Work Plan to accommodate the extension of the inventory;
Provision for the utilities to communicate any challenges to the Africa Institute for prompt resolution; and the
active involvement of SAPP in the project implementation.
Pursuant to the foregoing, the SAPP facilitated the engagement of AI/UNEP with the various SAPP subcommittees at the 53rd SAPP Meetings, in Harare, Zimbabwe. AI/UNEP raised awareness on the importance
of the project and proposed areas of strengthening cooperation with the utilities.
4.3
SADC PCB Elimination Project - Regional Dissemination and Verification Meeting on PCB
related Legislation Review
The African Institute convened a Regional Dissemination and Verification Meeting on PCB related Legislation
Review in, Pretoria, South Africa, from 27-28 February 2020. The Meeting was aimed at: dissemination of the
national review reports; verification of the outcomes and collective consultation and agreement on a critical
path to take to realize all countries being compliant with regard to PCB regulation; and that there are no
bottlenecks created for regional Environmental Sound Management (ESM) of PCB. The specific objectives
of the meeting are to present, verify and finalize national recommendations for regulatory changes proposed
in national reviews; and review and establish detailed schedule and National Action Plans and commit to the
delivery of regulatory update.
Also discussed was the development of country Phase Out Plan, including compiling all the detailed information
for the annexes (e.g. detailed list of individual equipment to be phased out) and to be driven by the owners of
the equipment in question. Once finalized, the Phase Out Plan needs to be implemented by the owners and
other stakeholders. The Plan should make explicit provision for adoption of the best available technologies
for replacement. Modalities of executing the phase out plan must be stated; and preferably establish a
regional mandate to bind every participating country and regularly update on progress until December 2025
(Stockholm Convention requires the eliminating the use of PCB contaminate: identification and labelling; and
removal from use) and 2028 (Stockholm Convention requires Environmentally Sound Management of PCB
waste).
Following the inventory and database to date, as confirmed by the countries, Phase 1 disposal planned for
2020. A contract will be awarded in the second quarter of 2020. The contractors will: Train and work with a
group of technical people who will be involved in collection and safeguarding (draining and containment); and
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Provide equipment for safeguarding and transportation. 236,184 kg of equipment and oil is anticipated to
be disposed of in Phase 1.
Phase 2 will be planned in 2021 for 2022. In order to complete the Scheme, extended inventories must be
completed by September 2020, to cover all equipment. It is expected that a Complete Equipment Register
in the country grid (including private hands) of transmission transformers, distribution transformers (including
pole mounted) and capacitors, switches and cables, shall be concluded. A determination those that can be
replaced before 2023, should also be provided.

5. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
5.1

Implementation of ISO 14001:2015

Utilities continue to be at various stages of implementing Environmental Management Systems (EMS), aimed
to enhance the management of environmental impacts and thereby improve their environmental performance.
There has been notable improvements in the implementation in the utilities. The current status is as follows:
•

Five (5) utilities had fully implemented ISO 14001:2015 – Eskom, EEC, ZESCO, CEC and HCB; and

•

Seven (7) utilities were working towards implementation and at various levels of development – LEC,
ESCOM, SNEL, ZESA, EDM, TANESCO and NamPower.

ZESCO’s acquisition of certification for an Integrated Management System for the following Standards ISO
9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015 and ISO 45001:2018, in January 2020 was applauded.
Continuous management commitment and support remains critical in ensuring the successful implementation
of the EMS. Additionally, the provision of human and financial resources for its implementation cannot be
over-emphasized.

6. CAPACITY BUILDING
6.1

African Union Commission SEA Training

The SAPP participated in a training program under the auspices of the African Union Commission (AUC) in
collaboration with the UN Environment Program (UNEP), held on 30 September – 2 October 2019 at the AUC
Headquarters in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.
The training focused on Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) with the INGA dam referenced a case study. The training was part of the implementation of the
Aide-memoire signed between AUC and UNEP in April 2016, which prioritises support to the Program for
Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA). Participants were drawn from power pools, Regional Economic
Communities and member states.
The training achieved its objective SEA as a tool for the ensuring the integration of environmental
considerations in development plans, policies and programmes. It drew specific attention to provision
of information, knowledge and skills in key SEA principles, solution and application; SEA processes and
methods that ensure that possible environmental implications of the development of hydroelectric dams are
incorporated in decision making.
6.2

World Bank Environmental and Social Framework Training

The SAPP Environmental Sub-committee participated in training workshop on the new World Bank
Environmental and Social Framework (ESF) in Magaliesburg – African Pride Mount Grace Hotel, Gauteng
Province, South Africa from November 18th to 20th, 2019. The objective of the workshop was to strengthen
knowledge about the World Bank’s new ESF and its application in investment projects.
This ESF Borrower Training Workshop was funded by the SAPP-AREP Project (P126661) and the
training activities were provided to ensure that the SAPP-AREP projects and subprojects preparation and
implementation aligns with the ESF principles and requirements.
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The Training emphasised many opportunities such as ﬂexibility, adaptative management and the introduction
of use of a common approach among Development Partners, but also new challenges with the introduction
of new standards and Good Practice Notes. It also stressed the introduction of risk identification in addition to
identification of impacts as part of the overall environmental and social assessment. Additionally, new in the
ESF is the introduction of an Environmental and Social Commitment Plan, which the borrower shall commit
to in promoting sustainability in the project development.
Of key consideration, going forward, was the of building institutional capacity to ensure that sustainable
environmental and social risk management systems are established within the various utilities and not
developed as project specific structures.
Furthermore, the need for undertaking a Strategic Environmental and Social Assessment (SESA) study was
stressed, as a key element; a strategic tool to identity environmental and social risks and impacts associated
with the regional expansion of the energy network. It will further inform the technical designs and strategic
engagement plan for promoting regional integration in the Southern African Power Sector.

7. PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Following the 53rd ESC meetings held in Harare,
Zimbabwe, and EIA Task Team was set up address
the expiring of project environmental approvals, prior
to implementation. The utilities have since submitted
requisite data for the task team to commence the task.
The Task Team mandate includes, but not limited to the
following:
•

Plausible enhanced aligning of environmental and
technical planning taking cognizance of project
implementation schedules;

•

Engagement of various stakeholders such as MDBs
and national environmental regulators;

•

Benchmark with other regional bodies on management
of environmental approvals; and

•

Consider other interventions in managing expiration of
certificates.

8.

WORLD ENVIRONMENTAL DAY

World Environment Day (WED) was celebrated on the
5th of June 2019, a United Nation’s principal vehicle for
encouraging awareness and action for the protection of
our environment.
The 2019 WED was commemorated under the theme,
“Air pollution” drawing attention to the need to maintain
air quality within prescribed parameters for environmental
protection and sustenance of mankind. This year’s theme
aligned to the tenets of Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) 3, 7, 12,13 and 17.
According to the World Health Organisation, bad outdoor
air quality caused an estimated 4.2 million premature
deaths worldwide in 2016, with approximately 90 percent
of these deaths experienced in low and middle-income
countries. Air pollution has also been linked to climate
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Workshop Participants

change. A reduction in short-lived pollutants such as methane, and black carbon, could reduce global warming
by up to 0.5°C over the next few decades, simultaneously avoiding 2.4 million premature deaths.SAPP
utilities commemorate this event through various activities that included, but not limited to, the following:
Eskom hosted an internal annual conference to provide under a locally customised theme “Environmental
value to business sustainability”. The conference drew internal and external stakeholders, providing a
platform to discuss opportunities and challenges that drive the value of environmental management to Eskom
business sustainability within the context of environmental compliance, behavioural change/innovation,
financial constraints, environmental management reputation and air pollution. Speaker at the NamPower
commemorated the event at Van Eck coal powered station. Torches with key holders with facts about air
pollution were distributed among all the NamPower employees.

Andrew Etzinger, GE Generation (Acting) and Deidre Herbst, Environmental Manager
The Safety, Health, Environment and Wellness (SHEW) team as well as SHE representatives from the Power
station distributed torches to the employees, that captured the effects of air pollution and means to minimise
it. The SHEW team participated in the mask challenge to demonstrate to the fellow employees the importance
of wearing a dust mask when exposed to high concentration of particulates.
LEC distributed brochures to its stakeholders and the general public, acknowledging that air pollution is
currently a global crisis that contributes to climate change which threatens the very existence of our planet. It
further exemplified the need for Governments, Industries, Communities and Individuals to explore renewable
energy and green technologies that will help to improve air quality. LEC recognised the use of thermal
generated electricity within its system and therefore promoted interventions such as switching off lights and
appliances not in use and tree planting.
ZESCO participated in the commemoration under the auspices of the Ministry of Water Development,
Sanitation and Environmental Protection in Mufulira District at Kankoyo Grounds under the theme which was
localized to “Combating Air Pollution for a Clean, Green and Healthy Environment”. Copperbelt Province
especially Mufulira was preferred as the host of the commemoration due to the land degradation caused by
the air pollution from mining activities. At the exhibition stand ZESCO distributed a total of 200 LEDs and 900
CFLs to the public and promulgated the benefits on energy efficient lighting. Utilisation of alternative sources
of energy such as solar and LPG to combat air pollution to ensure a clean, green and healthy environment
were also promoted.
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The Minister of Water Development, Sanitation and Environmental Protection, Dr Dennis Wachinga, being
presented with energy saving bulbs.
HCB held the following activities: Clean up campaign involving local communities along the Songo village
with focus on the roads and markets; Environmental awareness campaign for all the workers on air pollution,
Environmental Management System, waste and hazardous substances management and slope protection
and the rational use of water and electricity. School workshops at secondary schools in Songo Village
included topics on air pollution, waste recycling and general public health.
BPC, in addition to the mitigation measures employed by the power stations of reducing the effects of air
pollution, begun to engage the community mainly educational institutions at primary level to educate and
raise awareness on ways to curb or reduce the effects of air pollution and promote tree planting for carbon
sequestration. BPC SHER – Environment has engaged 5 primary schools in the Palapye area where the
thermal power plants are located. BPC is also implementing its Biodiversity Action plan to manage and
conserve the environment.

9.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT BULLETIN FOR SAPP

As part of Environmental awareness, the Environmental Sub-Committee continues to publish the Sustainable
Development quarterly bulletin on various environmental issues. The bulletin is available on the SAPP website.

10. COLLABORATIONS
10.1

SADC RIDMP Infrastructure Data Collection and Validation Meeting

SADC hosted the SADC Regional Infrastructure Development Master Plan (RIDMP) Infrastructure Data
Collection and Validation Meeting, 17 – 21 June 2019, in Johannesburg, South Africa, in collaboration with
the African Development Bank (AfDB), Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA) and the African Union
Development Agency (AUDA) – New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD). The RIDMP addresses
project in the following sectors: energy, ICT, transport, meteorology and water. The meeting achieved the
following: validation and assessment of the performance of the first phase of RIDMP, Short Term Action Plan
(STAP – I) ran from 2012 – 2017, revealing only 4% of the projects reaching financial close; Conceptualisation
of the framework for the development of the second phase, 2019 – 2023, STAP – II; Development of the
SADC regional infrastructure projects dashboard to synchronise with the AUDA – NEPAD Programme for
Infrastructure Development in Africa (PIDA) projects dashboard. Projects presented in the energy sector
as captured in SADC the list of priority projects (projects of regional benefit and high impact) included the
following:
•

Category 1: Projects ready for financing: Zambia Tanzania Kenya Interconnector, Zimbabwe – Zambia
– Botswana – Namibia (ZIZABONA) Interconnector, Batoka Gorge Hydro Electric Scheme, Lesotho
Highlands II – Hydropower, Mozambique – Malawi Interconnector

•

Category 2: Projects with full feasibility study lack full information and require Technical Assistance support:
Songwe Hydropower project, Rumakali Hydropower project, Kalungwishi HPP, Kolwezi – Solwezi 330kV
Interconnector, Luapula HPP

•

Category 3: Projects lack information and require more data: DRC – Angola Interconnector

Also presented by AUDA – NEPAD, was a Tool kit that measures the socio-economic impacts of a project by
way of measuring among others: creation of employment opportunities during the construction and operation
phases; and footprint for the procurement of construction materials within the project area and beyond.
However, success of the databases and subsequent analytical outputs, is dependent of the input in terms of
project characteristics, location, economic indicators, financial parameters, implementation status.
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10.2

The Regional Energy Regulators Association Annual Conference

The Regional Energy Regulators Association (RERA) invited the SAPP to participate in the Association
annual conference held in Victoria Falls Town, Zimbabwe, 19 – 20 February 2020. The Conference was
held under the theme, “Creating a Conducive Environment to Enhance Regional Energy Security, Trade and
Investment.” The SAPP made presentations on “Power Supply and Demand in the Southern African Power
Pool and Pool Plan 2017 Highlights” and “SAPP Market Evolution and Performance.” Of critical concern form
the delegates was the timelines for implementation of projects to address the Regional power deficit and the
future energy sources to be explored to allow for regulation.

11. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I would like to extend my gratitude to all members of the Environmental Sub-Committee for the hard work
executed throughout the year. May I also take this opportunity to thank the SAPP Management Committee
(MANCO) and the SAPP Executive Committee (EXCO) for giving prominence to environmental issues in the
operations of SAPP. Finally, I would like to remind the SAPP region to commemorate the following important
days of the year observed worldwide to uphold the tenets of environmental sustainability:
•

World Wetlands Day – 2 February

•

World Water Day – 22 March

•

Earth Hour – Every last Saturday of March

•

World Environment Day – 5 June

•

Zero Emissions Day – 18 September

•

Sustainability Day – 4th Wednesday of October

•

International Day of Climate Action – 24 October

Dr. Constance van Zuydam
Environmental Sub-Committee Chairperson
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the year under review from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020, the SAPP Coordination Centre Board completed
a number of activities highlighted in this report.

2. FOCUS AREAS
The SAPP Coordination Centre Board contiues to offer strategic guidance to the operations of the SAPP
Coordination Centre to ensure that SAPP continues to be the leading Power Pool in Africa.

3. MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS
3.1 SAPP Coordination Centre Board Meetings
The Coordination Centre Board and its Working Groups held a number of meetings during the year.
3.2 SAPP Human Resources Working Group Meetings

Mr John Simachembele SAPP HRWG Chairperson
The Human Resources Working Group which was chaired by Mr John Simachembele of CEC, met in
Livingstone, Zambia from 24 to 25 April 2019. The main focus of the discussions were the presentation of the
SAPP CC Job Evaluation Report and the review of the SAPP CC Human Resources Policies and Procedures.

Members of the HWRG
A second meeting was held in Maseru, Lesotho, from 14 to 15 August 2019. The Working Group deliberated
on the SAPP CC Human Resources Report, reviewed the Human Resources Action Plan and also reviewed
some Human Resources Policies for SAPP CC.
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3.3 SAPP Human Resources Working Group Study Tour to Europe
The SAPP HRWG team embarked on a study tour to Europe (Belgium and Norway) from 17 to 26 June
2019. The following companies were visited during the tour, ENTSO-E, EPEX, CORESO and Nord Pool.
The focus of the tour was on the role of human capital in the operation of power pools and regional electricity
organisations. The team had an appreciation of the Human Resources policies and procedures, the effect of
unbundling among other things in these European organisations.
3.4

Organisational Structure Review

The organisational structure was succesfullly reviewed and approved to fully incorporate the newly established
Market Surveillance Unit and the restructured Project Advisory Unit (PAU) into SAPP CC.
The job descriptions were also reviewed through a Job Evaluation exercise carried out by a Human Resources
consultant and the resultant recommendations to change the job titles were implemented.

SAPP HRWG Members at NordPool, Norway
3.5

SAPP Finance Working Group Meetings

Mr Chance Mugala SAPP FWG Chair
The Finance Working Group (FWG) was chaired by Mr Chance Mugala of CEC during the period under
review. The FWG members met in Maputo, Mozambique from 20 to 21 August 2019. Their main objective
was to review the Draft Audited Financial Statements for SAPP for the year ending March 2019 together with
the Auditors Reports to Management. They also reviewed the SAPP CC Finance Policies and Procedures.
A second meeting was held in Maseru, Lesotho from 22 to 23 January 2020. The main objective of the
meeting was to review the SAPP CC and PAU budgets for the year April 2020 to March 2021. A further review
of the SAPP Finance Policies and Prcedures was also made during this meeting.
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3.6

Members of the SAPP Finance Working Group during the study visit in Belgium
SAPP Finance Working Group Study Tour to Europe

The SAPP Finance Working Group undertook a study tour to Belgium and Norway. The objective of the visit
was to appreciate best practices in financial management and controls of regional electricity organisations.

Mrs Julia Chaila
3.7

SAPP Legal Working Group

The activities of the SAPP Legal Working Group which was chaired by Ms Julia Chaila of CEC during this
period focused on the review of the SAPP governance documents to ensure their relevance and alignment with
current SAPP strategies. They finalised the review of the SAPP Inter Utility Memorandum of Understanding
and continued working on the review of the SAPP Agreement Between Operation Members.

4. SAPP OFFICE CONSTRUCTION
The SAPP Office construction commenced at the current location in Harare, Zimbabwe. Work progressed
well but progress was affected by the COVID-19 related lockdowns.

5. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I would like to take this opportunity to thank members of the Board for their support and contributions during
the year.

Coordination Centre Board Chairperson.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the year under review from 1 April 2019 to 31 March 2020, the SAPP Coordination Centre (SAPP-CC)
coordinated and facilitated various SAPP activities and partcipated in several forums representing SAPP.

2. SAPP STRATEGIC BUSINESS PLAN
The SAPP Coordination Centre contiues to provide support to the member utilities in the areas of planning,
operations, markets, environment and projects preparation activities
The SAPP carried out a strategic breakaway session in Cape Town, South Africa. The sessions included
strategy sessions and team building activities.

SAPP Staff attending Strategic Workshop

3. MEETINGS AND WORKSHOPS
3.1

SADC Energy Thematic Group Meetings

The SADC Energy Thematic Group (ETG) met and discussed various SADC Energy programs. Some of the
activities include:
•

The SADC Gas Master Plan

•

Review of the SADC Protocol on Energy of 1996

•

Review of the SADC Regional Energy Access Strategy and Action Plan

•

The Water, Energy and Food Security Nexus Dialogue Programme

•

The development of a Regional Transmission Infrastructure Financing Facility

•

Support from International Cooperating Partners

•

Activities of the following SADC subsidiary organisations:

•

SAPP

•

Regional Energy Regulatory Association (RERA)

•

SADC Centre for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency (SACREEE) and

•

Kafue Gorge Regional Training Centre (KGRTC).
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3.2

SADC Water and Energy Ministers Meeting

SAPP attended the Joint SADC Water and Energy Ministers meeting held in Windhoek, Namibia on 24 May
2019. The meeting considered progress in the implementation of the energy and water Programmes and
Projects meant to address the security of energy and water supply and regional integration as espoused
in the Regional Indicative Strategic Development Plan. The Energy Ministers endorsed the revised SAPP
membership categories during the meeting.
SAPP participated in the SADC Electricity Sub- Committee meeting held from 25 to 26 February 2020 in Dar
es Salaam, Tanzania. The Energy Officials preparations for the SADC Energy Minister’s meeting.
3.3

Forum of Regional African Power Pools and APUA Scientific Committee Meetings

The SAPP Coordination Centre Manager attended the Regional Power Pool coordination meeting held in
Livingstone, Zambia from 29 to 31 May 2019. The power pools exchanged experiences on their activities and
programs.
3.4

SAPP - EAPP Coordination Meeting

The second SAPP - EAPP Coordination meeting was held in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania from 3 to 4 July 2019.
A governance structure for the implementation of the recommendations from the SAPP -EAPP Integration
study was agreed upon including the Terms of Reference of the implementation framework. The capacity
building needs assessment was carried out for TANESCO as it will be key link between EAPP and SAPP and
capacity building areas were developed and the program will be implemented.

Steering Committee

EAPP - SAPP
Coordination
Committee

Operational Readiness
Implementation Team

Operations
Task Team

Planning Task
Team

Markets Task
Team

Legal and
Regulatory Task
Team

Figure 1: SAPP – EAPP Integration Implementation Structure
3.5

World Hydropower Congress

The SAPP attended the World Hydro Power Congress held in Paris, France from 14 to 16 May 2019. A
regional perspective from SAPP was shared on regional interconnections focusing on connecting hydro
power to new markets.
A workshop was also attended focusing on the current trends and lessons learnt from implementation of benefit
sharing mechanisms by hydropower developers. Experience was shared on challenges and opportunities
arising from different benefit sharing mechanisms.
3.6

Africa Energy Forum 2019

The Africa Energy Forum 2019 was held in Lisbon, Portugal from 11 to 14 June 2019 where SAPP participated
as a speaker on a Panel on the Sothern African Power Master Plan. The importance of cross-border
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interconnections in supporting electricity trading and supporting development of large hydropower projects
was highlighted.
3.7

4th Annual SADC Industrialisation Week

SAPP participated in the 4th Annual SADC Industrialisation week that took place in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
from 6 to 9 August 2019. It was held under the theme “A conducive environment for inclusive and sustainable
industrial development, increased intra-regional trade and job creation”
The SAPP also attended a Project Steering Committee Meeting of the Project “Energy Efficient Lighting
and Appliances project in Southern and Eastern Africa – EELA”. The overall objective of this regional EELA
project is to improve access to sustainable energy for women and men, girls and boys, and mitigate negative
externalities of the energy system. This will be achieved by promoting a market transformation for energy
efficient lighting and appliances in the East African Community (EAC) and the Southern African Development
Community (SADC) regions.

Members attending the meeting at COMESA Headquarters
3.8

COMESA - SADC - SAPP – EAPP Meeting

COMESA invited SADC, RERA, EREA, SAPP and EAPP to a consultative meeting on the enhancement
of cooperation between SAPP and EAPP. The meeting was held in Lusaka, Zambia on 10 June 2019. The
objective of the meeting was to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the various parties following the creation
of an Implementation Governance Structure of the SAPP – EAPP Integration. The objective to enhance the
cooperation of the two power pools is in line with the objectives of the Enhancement of Sustainable Regional
Energy Market (ESREM) Project being coordinated by COMESA.
3.9

Water Storage and Hydropower Conference

SAPP CC participated in the Storage and Hydropower Africa 2019 Conference organised by Hydropower and
Dams in Windhoek, Namibia from 2 to 4 April 2019. The Executive Director co-chaired a panel discussing
cross-border projects.
3.10

IEEE PES Annual General Meeting

The SAPP CC Executive Director was a panelist during the opening Plenary Session of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Power and Energy Society (PES) 2019 General Meetings
in Atlanta, Georgia on 5 August 2019. There was overwhelming interest from the participants after the
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presentation on what is happening in the power sector in Southern Africa.
3.11

IEEE PES IAS Power Africa Conference

SAPP was represented by the Operations Engineer at the 2019 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) Power Africa conference held in Abuja, Nigeria, from 20 to 23 August 2019. The conference was jointly
organised by the Power and Energy Society and the Industrial Applications Society of the institute. The SAPP
Operations Engineer presented a technical paper on implementation of Control Performance Standards in
SAPP. The IEEE expressed its intention to grow its membership in Africa and identified African power pools,
including SAPP, as key stakeholders in this process.
3.12

International Renewable Energy Conference, Victoria Falls

SAPP participated and made a presentation at the International Renewable Energy Conference held in
Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe on 12 March 2020. The presentation focused on the opportunities of Independent
Power Producers trading on the SAPP competitive market.

4. TECHNICAL COOPERATION
The SAPP continued to receive support from various cooperating partners for Technical Assistance, project
development, competitive market development, capacity building and exchange programs during the year.
The partners include among others the Government of Norway, Swedish International Development Agency,
World Bank, African Developmenmt Bank, Development Bank of Southern Africa, KfW and the Europen
Union.
4.1

SAPP – Government of Norway - SIDA Annual General Meeting

The SAPP held the Annual General Meeting with Government of Norway, Sida and the World Bank on 4 June
2019. A one-year activity plan and budget were agreed upon for the grant and the grant closing date was
extended to June 2020.
4.2

SAPP – World Bank Cooperation

The SAPP through the World Bank’s program for Accelerating Regional Energy Projects (AREP) continues to
prepare various generation and transmission projects. Other projects being supported includes the following:
•

Development of the Regional Transmission Infrastructure Financing Facility

•

Balancing Market development;

•

SAPP Transmission Pricing Methodology review;

•

Development of Transmission Grid Maps;

•

Renewable Energy Grid Integration and the impact on SAPP Operations - Part 2 (Part 1 has been
completed);

•

Development of framework for Load forecasting Methodologies within SAPP;

•

Review of SAPP Governance Documents;

•

Development of Database Management System for SAPP;

•

SAPP and EAPP Integration coordination.

A Grant agreement on the Multi-Donor Trust Fund (MDTF) of an initial amount of USD 8.5 million admistered
by the World Bank was signed with SAPP during this period. This will complement the activities being carried
out under the AREP program.
The SAPP, SADC and RERA attended the World Bank Spring Meetings held in Washington DC, USA where
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various presentations were made. A side meeting was held with relevant stakeholders where SAPP presented
the current state of regional integration in the Southern African Power sector identifying the challenges and
opportunities thus providing an opportunity to discuss potential strategic areas of engagement with the World
Bank.

SAPP and AfDB Team at SAPP Ofﬁces in Harare, Zimbabwe
4.3

SAPP – AfDB Meeting

The AfDB undertook a mission to SAPP to evaluate the progress on the projects being supported by AfDB.
The meeting provided an opportunity to get first-hand information on the project pipeline from SAPP in terms
of the priorities and the financial requirements.
4.4

African Union – SAPP Interaction

The African Union Development Agency held meetings with SAPP during the year to discuss the development
of a Continental Transmission Master Plan Development.
The Continental Transmission Master Plan aims to promote intra-power pool and inter power interconnection
and thus will lead to the creation of a continental energy market anchored on 5 regional energy markets. The
master plan will be based on the current Program for Infrastructure Development in Africa’s four transmission
corridors and the Power Pools’ master plans. The master plan’s main focus is on the transmission gaps
within and between power pools and strengthening existing infrastructure to cope with expected increase in
demand.
4.5

China Africa Power Sector Forum

SAPP participated in the 2019 Global Interconnection & China - Africa Power Conference held in Beijing,
China from 5th to 7th November 2019. Delegates also had the opportunity to visit the Three Gorges Hydro
Power Station. The conference theme was on the creation of a platform of experience exchange, technological
displays, projects cooperation, investment and financing. The conference was organised by the Global Energy
Interconnection Development and Cooperation Organisation (GEIDCO).
SAPP CC Executive Director and President of Global Energy Interconnection Development and Cooperation
Organisation

5. STAFF ISSUES
5.1

Head Count

The following positions during the year under review:
•

Human Resources Specialist .

•

Information Technology Specialist

•

Accounts Officer
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•

Environmental & Social Development Specialist

•

Administrative Assistant

Thposition of Finance Administrator for PAU was abolished.
5.2

Performance and Recognition

Our performance management tools were reviewed to enable SAPP to fully benefit from recieving performance
feedback by multi-raters.
5.3

Employee Development

SAPP invested in developing its staff and on average at least each staff member had an opportunity for a
needs based training during the course of the year.
5.4

Employee Wellness

In response to the Covid-19 outbreak the following initiatives were put in place to protect our staff – (a)
following advice from the WHO and health authorities, (b) temporary suspension of SAPP CC events and/
travel, (c) video conferencing of meetings, (d) telecommuting (working from home), (e) decongestion of
offices, (f) hygienic measures, and (g) education on the subject.
5.5

Industrial Relations

2019/2020 was a great year for SAPP as the Industrial Relations climate was very calm, although delays
in full implementation of the job evaluation tended to create anxiety among employees. No disciplinary or
grivance cases were recorded.

6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
I would like to take this opportunity to thank members of staff of the SAPP Coordination Centre and Project
Advisory Unit for their contributions during the year, the International Cooperating partners and the SAPP
Coordination centre Board, various SAPP Committees, Sub-Committees and Working Groups for their
unwavering support during the year.

Stephen Dihwa
SAPP Coordination Executive Director
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1. INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes the progress and performance of projects under preparation by the SAPP for
the period April 2019 – March 2020. The generation and transmission interconnector projects are priority
projects as identified by SADC and the SAPP Power Pool Plan (2017). The projects are at different stages of
development and aim to:
•

Increase power supply and improve power trading in the SADC region

•

Interconnect non-operating members of SAPP to enhance the regional market

•

Relieve transmission congestion and improve grid stability

The projects under preparation and studies implemented are funded primarily through the SAPP Program
for Accelerating Transformational Energy Projects commonly known as the SAPP AREP Program which is
funded by the World Bank under IDA. Other sources of funding coordinated and managed are from various
Development Finance institutions (DFIs), Multilateral Agencies and International Cooperating Partners (ICPs).

2. STATUS OF PROJECT PREPARTION AND PROGRESS
2.1

Angola – Namibia (ANNA) Interconnector Project

The Angola–Namibia (ANNA) Interconnector Project is for the Feasibility Studies of the interconnector
between Angola and Namibia. The 400kV overhead transmission line has a total length of approximately 366
km from the proposed Kunene substation in Namibia to the proposed Lubango substation in Angola, of which
336 km will be located in Southern Angola and the remaining 30 km in Namibia. This is a priority project that
will facilitate Angola’s physical interconnection and participation in the SAPP power market.
Below is a summary of the project deliverables during the financial year:
•

Preliminary Design Report for the transmission line and substations was delivered in November 2019.

•

Final Scoping Report in November 2019

•

The Draft EIA & EMP Report was delivered in February
2020

•

Draft RPF Report in February 2020

2.2
Botswana – South Africa (BOSA) Interconnector
Project
The Botswana–South Africa Interconnector Project
(BOSA) is for the Feasibility Studies for the interconnection
between Botswana and South Africa. The proposed 210
km transmission line stretches between the Mahikeng
area in South Africa and Gaborone in Botswana, with the
longest section of approximately 149 km of the line within
South Africa.
The Final Draft Feasibility Report was submitted on 21st
November 2019. Most of the technical studies and network
analysis have been completed, however, the environmental
studies are still in progress.
The amended draft EIR Report was submitted for public
comments during the period December 2019 to January
2020. In Botswana, the ESIA approval process has been
completed as the Final ESIA Report was approved by the
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Ministry of Environment on the 31 October 2019 and the Environmental Authorisation is valid for 30 years.
2.3

Solwezi - Kolwezi Interconnector Project

The project consists of a transmission interconnector of approximately 200 km between Kolwezi in Lualaba
Province in Southern Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Solwezi District in the North Western Province
of Zambia. The new interconnector line will link the two national grids by creating a connection between
existing substations, Panda in Kolwezi District (DRC) and Kansanshi in Solwezi (Zambia).
The Technical Feasibility Study was completed in December 2019. The study included a technical, economic
and financial feasibility study, conceptual design and preparation of tender documents for the proposed
interconnector. The scope also included the assessment and development of an appropriate rural electrification
scheme. The initial screening of the line route took into consideration four options.The following reports were
delivered in both English and French:
•

Inception Report

•

Preliminary Design Report

•

Final Design Report

•

Final Feasibility Study Report

•

Tender Documents

2.4

Luapula Hydro Electric Power Scheme

The project is for the Pre-Feasibility Studies of the Luapula Hydro Scheme and is being implemented in two
different components for technical and environmental studies between DRC and Zambia.
Technical reports delivered during the Pre-Feasibility Study included:
•

Inception Report

•

Options Assessment Report

•

Installation of Gauging Stations Report

•

Option Selection Report

•

Final Pre-Feasibility Study Report

The Environmental Studies deliverables included:
•

First Draft Inception of Inception Report (October 2018)

•

Final Inception Report (February 2019)

•

Initial Draft Environmental and Social Screening Report and a Stakeholder Consultation Framework
(November 2018)

•

Second Draft Environmental and Social Screening Report and a Stakeholder Consultation Framework
(January 2019)

•

Final Environmental and Social Screening Report and a Stakeholder Consultation Framework (Nov
2019)

2.5

Mozambique - Malawi Interconnector Project

The project is ready for construction of the interconnector and the status of activities over the past year can
be summarized as follows:
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•

The key project agreements and financial models were prepared and negotiated between the two utilities.

•

The project achieved financial close in September 2019 and Financial Agreements were signed with
financial institutions such as the World Bank, Norwegian Government, etc…

•

A Tender Agent was appointed by the two utilities, EDM and ESCOM to assist with project activities and
the procurement process for EPC Contractors.

2.6

Mozambique - Tanzania (MOTA) Interconnector Project

The project implementation will involve construction of a 400kV Transmission Line between Namialo in
Mozambique via Metoro to Mtwara in Tanzania over a distance of about 700 km. The project will include
terminal substations at Metoro and Namialo in Mozambique as well as at Mtwara in Tanzania.
The project requires Technical Feasibility Study and ESIA for the transmission line and substations from
Metoro to Mtwara, a distance of about 500 km.
The application for funding Feasibility Studies together with the Project Concept Note and Project Data Sheet
were submitted to the AfDB for consideration of funding the under the NEPAD IPPF.
2.7

Mozambique – Zambia Interconnector Project

The project is for the Feasibility Studies for a 400kV interconnector between Matambo Substation in Tete,
Mozambique to Chipata West substation in Zambia. The proposed interconnector is approximately two 400
km long with approximately, 75% of the transmission line in Mozambique and 25% in Zambia.
The scope of work for the Feasibility Study is divided into three phases, i.e.
•

Phase I: Pre-feasibility Study

•

Phase II: Feasibility Study and

•

Phase III: Preparation of Designs, Specifications and Tender Documents.

To date, Phase I activities have been completed and approved by the utilities and SAPP. The project is
currently undergoing Feasibility Studies. On the Environmental and Social Studies, the outputs delivered
includes:
•

Environmental Inception Reports

•

Scoping Report and Draft TORs for the ESIA

•

Draft ESIA and Resettlement and Compensation Action Plan (RCAP)

2.8

Mozambique – Zimbabwe – South Africa ( MOZISA) Interconnector Project

The Mozambique–Zimbabwe–South Africa (MOZISA) Interconnector Project is for the Feasibility Studies to
interconnect the three countries. The project has been split into two sub-projects for ease of implementation,
namely:
•

Mozambique-Zimbabwe (MOZI), and

•

Zimbabwe-South Africa (ZISA).
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The feasibility studies were completed but there are delays on the project implementation.
2.9

Zambia - Tanzania Interconnector Project

The project is split into 2 phases namely:
•

Phase 1: Single 330kV line from Pensulo through Mpika, Kasama and Nakonde to Tanzanian border

•

Phase 2: Second single 330kV line from Kabwe to Pensulo

The scope of work for Phase 1 includes technical and environmental studies for the transmission line in
Zambia including the preparation of tender documents for construction.
With respect to environmental activities, the project activities have been as follows:
•

Draft Revised ESIA and EMP Reports was approved in November 2019.

•

Biological surveys for Biodiversity Management and Monitoring Plan was conducted from the 26th
October to 9th November 2019.

•

Draft Biodiversity Management and Monitoring Plan was submitted, and this was followed by a Validation
Workshop in January 2020

2.10

Zimbabwe – Zambia – Botswana – Namibia (ZIZABONA) Interconnector Project

The Feasibility Study has been completed with technical, economic and basic design studies for the three
components of the ZIZABONA Project. However, the AfDB expressed interest to fund the implementation
of Component A (Zimbabwe-Zambia) for approximately US$33 million. Funding from the AfDB is still under
consideration and has not been finalised.
2.11

Second Alaska - Sherwood Transmission line

The second Alaska–Sherwood transmission line project is for a Feasibility Study for a 400 kV line transmitting
power within Zimbabwe. The project is important in alleviating congestion in the Central Transmission Corridor
(CTC) of the SADC region. The technical and environmental studies were competed.

3. NEW PROJECT PIPELINE
The following projetcs are being considered by SAPP:
•

Batoka Hydro-Electric Power Project – Transmission Line

•

Baynes Hydro-Electric Power Project – Transmission Line
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•

Inga – Soyo (DRC Angola) Interconnector Project

•

Malawi – Zambia Interconnector Project

4. ANALYTICAL SUPPORT
The SAPP Project Advisory Unit provided support in the following projects:
•

Assessment of the Impact of Renewable Energy Technologies on the Operations of SAPP

•

Development of a Balancing Market

•

Regional Transmission Infrastructure Financing Facility (RTIFF)

•

Review of Load Forecasting Methodologies

•

SAPP/EAPP Integration

•

SAPP Power Pool Plan Dissemination

•

Transmission Grid Maps Development

Jean Madzongwe
Transaction Advisor
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
It is the Directors' responsibility to ensure that the financial statements fairly present the state of affairs
of the organisation. The external auditors are responsible for independently auditing and reporting on
the financial statements.
The Directors have assessed the ability of the organisation to continue operating as a going concern and
believe that the preparation of these financial statements on a going concern basis is still appropriate.
However, the Directors believe that under the current economic environment a continuous assessment of
the ability of the Organisation to continue to operate as going concern will need to be performed to
determine the continued appropriateness of the going concern assumption that has been applied in the
preparation of these financial statements.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

In light of the current financial position, the Directors are satisfied that the organisation is a going concern
and has continued to adopt the going concern basis in preparing the financial statements.
The financial statements set out in this report have been prepared by management in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards ("IFRS"). The financial statements are based on appropriate
accounting policies which are supported by reasonable and prudent judgements and estimates.
The Organisation's internal and accounting control systems are designed to provide reasonable assurance
as to the integrity and reliability of the financial statements and to adequately safeguard, verify and
maintain accountability of its assets. Such controls are based on established written policies and
procedures and all employees are required to maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring that the
entity's business practices are conducted in a manner which in all reasonable circumstances is above
reproach. Issues that came to the attention of the Directors have been addressed and the Directors
confirm that the system of internal and accounting control is operating in a satisfactory manner.
The organisation's financial statements which are set out below on pages 5 to 27 were, in accordance
with their responsibilities, were approved by the Directors and are signed on their behalf by:

------------------------------------------Mr BJ Mbuere ua Mbuere
Board Chairman

------------------------------------Mr S. Dihwa
Executive Director

15 December 2020
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INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF
SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL set out on pages 5 to 27,
which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 March 2020, the statement of income and
expenditure, statement of changes in members’ funds and statement of cash flows for the year then
ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and
other explanatory notes.

Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements section of our report. We are independent of the Organisation in accordance with the
International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (Parts
A and B), together with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements
in Zimbabwe, and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with these
requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to
provide a basis for our opinion.
Key audit matters
This section of our report is intended to describe the matters selected from those communicated with
those charged with governance that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit
of the financial statements, excluding the matter described in the Basis for Opinion section of this report.
We have determined that there are no such key audit matters to report.
Responsibilities of the directors for the financial statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards and for such internal control as the directors
determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. In preparing the financial statements, the directors are
responsible for assessing the Organisation’s ability to continue operating as a going concern, disclosing,
as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting unless
the directors either intend to liquidate the Organisation or to cease operations, or have no realistic
alternative but to do so.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of
SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL as at 31 March 2020, its financial performance and cash flows for the
year then ended in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are
free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the
basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgment and maintain professional
skepticism throughout the audit. We also:
3
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•

•

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting
a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may
involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal
control.
Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Organisation’s internal control.
Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting
estimates and related disclosures made by management.
Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and
based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the Organisation’s ability to continue as a going concern.
If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s
report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to
modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our
auditors’ report. However, future events or conditions may cause the Organisation to cease to
continue operating as a going concern.
Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events
in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we
identify during our audit.
We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements
regarding independence and communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may
reasonably be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.

BDO Zimbabwe
Chartered Accountants
Registered Auditors
15 December 2020
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ASSETS

Notes

Non-current assets
Property and equipment
Intangible assets

4
5

Current assets
Inventory
Accounts receivable
Members Market Trading Platform accounts
Bank and cash balances

6
7
8

TOTAL ASSETS

2020
US$

2019
US$

1,430,498
19,614
1,450,112

1,096,598
29,420
1,126,018

568
1,418,245
59,069,231
17,297,944
77,785,988

596
794,360
55,508,712
15,701,041
72,004,709

79,236,100

73,130,727

306,000
858,712
18,172,268
19,336,980

306,000
781,005
14,770,214
15,857,219

1,435,245
938,234
42,612
114,194
101,860
19,221
2,651,366

1,693,535
937,566
42,612
114,489
103,408
19,785
2,911,395

523,083
56,724,671
57,247,754

529,414
53,832,699
54,362,113

59,899,120

57,273,508

79,236,100

73,130,727

FUNDS AND LIABILITIES
Members' funds
General reserve
Members contributions to capital expenditure
Accumulated funds
Special funds:
Norwegian Government Grant
ZIZABONA Project Grant
World Bank
Mozambique-Zambia project
Solwezi -Kolwezi project
Solwezi project
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Members Market Trading Platform funds

9

Total liabilities
TOTAL FUNDS AND LIABILITIES

Mr BJ Mbuere ua Mbuere
Board Chairman

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
as at 31 MARCH 2020

Mr S Dihwa
Executive Director

15 December 2020
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2020

Notes

2020
US$

2019
US$

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

INCOME
Members contribution:
Equal share for members
Imported energy
Exported energy
Peak demand
Thermal rating
Host member
Participation fees
Capital expenditure
Market Trading Platform - administration fees
Grants
Other income

10

444,761
74,127
74,127
37,063
74,127
37,063
82,363
77,703
4,008,871

585,427
97,571
97,571
48,786
97,571
48,786
108,412
4,108,418

11
12

6,689,329
690,016

6,043,767
1,138,793

12,289,550

12,375,102

Total income
EXPENDITURE
Communication costs
Market Trading Platform and SCADA expenses
Administration costs
Depreciation
Amortisation
Bank charges
Marketing and publicity
Motor vehicle expenses
Occupancy costs
Staff costs
Travel and subsistence

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

37,272
164,922
6,705,968
234,714
9,806
22,471
1,312
5,051
125,228
1,342,570
194,784

42,739
267,701
6,340,787
220,163
9,805
19,842
10,410
6,035
41,807
1,118,199
199,544

Recruitment costs

24

43,398

34,846

8,887,496

8,311,878

3,402,054

4,063,224

Total expenditure
Surplus for the year

6
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN MEMBERS' FUNDS
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2020

US$
Balance at 31 March 2018

306,000

686,485

Accumulated
funds
US$

Total
US$

10,706,990

11,699,475

4,063,224

4,063,224

Surplus for the year

-

-

Members contributions

-

94,520

-

94,520

781,005

14,770,214

15,857,219

3,402,054

3,402,054

Balance at 31 March 2019

306,000

Surplus for the year

-

-

Members contributions

-

77,707

Balance at 31 March 2020

306,000

858,712

18,172,268

77,707
19,336,980

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

General reserve

Members'
contribution
for capital
expenditure
US$

7
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
for the year ended 31 MARCH 2020

Notes

2020
US$

2019
US$

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Surplus for the year
Adjustments for:
Amortisation
Depreciation charge for property and equipment
Loss on disposal of assets
Interest earned
Market Trading Platform administration fees receivable
Non cash items
Net cash generated before working capital changes

3,402,054

4,063,224

9,806
234,714
281,064
(114,773)
(668,547)
(3,484)
3,140,834

9,805
220,163
580
(95,880)
(1,059,652)
3,138,240

Increase in accounts receivable
Decrease in inventory
(Decrease)/ increase in accounts payable
Net cash generated from operations

( 623 885)
28
( 6 331)
2,510,646

( 536 301)
847
212 492
2,815,278

(850,144)
3,950
114,773
(731,421)

(100,679)
484
95,880
(4,315)

(260,029)
77,707
(182,322)

(209,002)
94,520
(114,482)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Acquisition of property and equipment
Proceeds from disposal of property and equipment
Interest received
Net cash flows utilised in investing activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Special funds utilised
Members contributions received
Net cash flows utilised in financing activities
NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT BEGINNING OF THE YEAR
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT END OF THE YEAR

8

8
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1,596,903

2,696,481

15,701,041

13,004,560

17,297,944

15,701,041

SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont’d)
for the year ended 31 March 2020
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
Southern African Power Pool (the "Organisation") is a non-profit making organisation incorporated in Zimbabwe.
1.1 Nature of business
The main object of the Organisation is to co-ordinate the planning and development of the electricity
interconnections between members’ respective networks and to expand the Interconnected Power System and
electricity trading in the region.
1.2 Functional and presentation currency
The financial statements are presented in the United States of America dollar ("US$"), which is the Organisation's
functional and presentation currency.

The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these financial statements are set out below.
These policies have been consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.
2.1 Basis of preparation
The Organisation’s financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards, ("IFRS") and International Financial Reporting Committee ("IFRIC") interpretations. The financial
statements are based on statutory records that are maintained under the historical cost convention.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain critical accounting
estimates. It also requires management to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the Organisation's
accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where assumptions
and estimates are significant to the financial statements are disclosed in note 3. The accounting policies are
consistent with the previous period, except for the adoption of IFRS 16("Leases") which has resulted in more
disclosures and assessments than would have been in the prior periods.
2.1 Changes in accounting policies and disclosures
a) New standards, interpretations and amendments effective from 1 April 2019
IFRS 16 Leases (IFRS 16) is a new standard that became effective for the first time for periods beginning on (or
after) 1 January 2019. The details of the transitional provisions for the standard and its impact is detailed below.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The Organisation has chosen not to restate comparatives on adoption of both standards, and therefore, the
revised requirements are not reflected in the prior year financial statements. Rather, these changes have been
processed at the date of initial application (i.e. 1 April 2019) and recognized in the opening equity balances.
Other new and amended standards and Interpretations issued by the IASB did not impact the Organisation as they
are either not relevant to the Organisation’s activities or require accounting which is consistent with the
Organisation’s current accounting policies.
IFRS 16 Leases
Effective 1 January 2019, IFRS 16 has replaced IAS 17 Leases and IFRIC 4 Determining whether an
Arrangement Contains a Lease. IFRS 16 provides a single lessee accounting model, requiring the recognition of
assets and liabilities for all leases, together with options to exclude leases where the lease term is 12 months or
less, or where the underlying asset is of low value. IFRS 16 substantially carries forward the lessor accounting in
IAS 17, with the distinction between operating leases and finance leases being retained.

9
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont’d)
for the year ended 31 March 2020
Transition Method and Practical Expedients Utilized
The Organisation adopted IFRS 16 using the modified retrospective approach, with recognition of transitional
adjustments on the date of initial application (1 April 2019), without restatement of comparative figures. The
Organisation elected to apply the practical expedient to not reassess whether a contract is, or
contains a lease at the date of initial application. Contracts entered into before the transition date that were
not identified as leases under IAS 17 and IFRIC 4 were not reassessed. The definition of a lease under IFRS 16 was
applied only to contracts entered into or changed on or after 1 January 2019.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

IFRS 16 provides for certain optional practical expedients, including those related to the initial adoption of the
standard. The Organisation applied the following practical expedients when applying IFRS 16 to leases previously
classified as operating leases under IAS 17:
 Apply a single discount rate to a portfolio of leases with reasonably similar characteristics;
 Exclude initial direct costs from the measurement of right-of-use assets at the date of initial application
for leases where the right-of-use asset was determined as if IFRS 16 had been applied since the
commencement date;
 Reliance on previous assessments on whether leases are onerous as opposed to preparing an impairment
review under IAS 36 as at the date of initial application; and
 Applied the exemption not to recognize right-of-use assets and liabilities for leases with less than 12 months
of lease term remaining as of the date of initial application.
As a lessee, the Organisation previously classified leases as operating, or finance leases based on its assessment
of whether the lease transferred substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership. Under IFRS 16, the
Organisation recognizes right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for most leases. However, the Organisation has
elected not to recognize right-of-use assets and lease liabilities for some leases of low value assets based on the
value of the underlying asset when new or for short-term leases with a lease term of 12 months or less.
Other new and amended standards and Interpretations issued by the IASB that will apply for the first
time in the annual financial statements are not expected to impact the Organisation as they are either not
relevant to the Organisation’s activities or require accounting which is consistent with the Organisation’s current
accounting policies.
b) New standards, interpretations and amendments issued but not yet effective for March 2020 and not early
adopted
The following new standards, interpretations and amendments, which are not yet effective and have not been
adopted early in these financial statements, will or may have an effect on the organisation's future financial
statements:





IAS 1 Presentation of Financial Statements and IAS 8 Accounting Policies, Changes in Accounting Estimates
and Errors (Amendment – Definition of Material);
IFRS 3 Business Combinations (Amendment – Definition of Business);
Revised Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting.
IFRS 9, IAS 39 and IFRS 7 Financial instruments (Amendments to Interest Rate Benchmark Reform)

2.2 Revenue recognition
Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable in the ordinary course of the
Organisation's activities. The Organisation recognises revenue when the amount of revenue can be reliably
measured; when it is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the entity, and when specific criteria
have been met for each of the Organisation’s activities, as described below.

10
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont’d)
for the year ended 31 March 2020
a) Members contribution
Funds income received is based on a set budget agreed upon by all members of the organisation. Contributions
made by members are based on set percentages and proportions based on electricity usage. The income is
brought to account per issued invoice to each of the member countries.

c) Grant income
Grant income for specific projects is recognised when the respective expenditure has been incurred which is at
a point in time. The funds are received when the grant contracts are agreed, and deferred income is recognised
for the full amounts received. The organisation however recognises grant income using IAS 20, "Accounting for
Government Grants and Disclosure of Government Assistance
d) Market Trading Platform - Administration fees
The Organisation earns revenue from charging administration fees on the Market Trading Platform. Revenue is
recognised when electricity has been supplied to the buyer.
2.3 Foreign currency translation
Transactions in a currency other than the functional currency (“foreign currency”) are translated into the
functional currency using the exchange rates at the dates of the transactions. Currency translation differences
resulting from the settlement of such transactions and from the translation of monetary assets and liabilities
denominated in foreign currencies at the closing rates at the reporting date are recognised in profit or loss.
2.4 Operating expenses
Operating expenses are recognised in statement of income and expenditure upon utilisation of the service or at
the date of their origin.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

b) Interest income
Interest income is recognised when it is probable that the economic beneﬁts will ﬂow to the organisation and
the amount of revenue can be measured reliably. Interest income and expense are recognised in profit or loss
using the effective interest method. The ‘effective interest rate’ is the rate that exactly discounts estimated
future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument to the gross carrying
amount of the financial asset. When calculating the effective interest rate for financial instruments, the
organisation estimates future cash flows considering all contractual terms of respective financial assets, but not
expected credit losses. The calculation of the effective interest rate includes transaction costs and fees and
points paid or received that are an integral part of the effective interest rate. Interest income is earned on
financial investments can be measured reliably.

2.5 Property and equipment
Property and equipment are initially measured at cost. Cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to
the acquisition of the asset. Property and equipment are stated at historical cost less depreciation and any
impairment losses. Historical cost includes expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition and
installation of the items.
Subsequent costs are included in the asset’s carrying amount or recognised as a separate asset, as appropriate,
only when it is probable that future economic beneﬁts associated with the item will ﬂow to the Organisation and
the cost of the item can be measured reliably. The carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised. All
other repairs and maintenance are charged to the income and expenditure statement during the ﬁnancial period
in which they are incurred.
2.5.1 Depreciation
Property and equipment are stated at cost or revalued amount less accumulated depreciation and any
accumulated impairment losses. Depreciation is provided using the straight-line method in order to allocate the
historical cost or valuation of property and equipment over their estimated useful lives. Depreciation is provided
for at the following rates per annum:
11
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont’d)
for the year ended 31 March 2020

Buildings
Computer equipment
MTP computer equipment
Office equipment
Office furniture and fittings
Motor vehicles
SCADA equipment

2.5%
33.33%
20%
20%
10%
20-25%
20%

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Land is not depreciated. Any gain or loss arising on derecognition of the asset (calculated as the diﬀerence
between the net disposal proceeds and the carrying amount of the asset) is included in the statement of income
and expenditure in the year the asset is derecognised. The Directors make an assessment of the useful lives and
residual values of the assets on an annual basis.
2.5.2 Impairment of non-financial assets
Assets that have an indefinite useful life, for example land, are not subject to amortisation and are tested
annually for impairment. Assets that are subject to amortisation are reviewed for impairment whenever events
or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is
recognised for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable amount. The recoverable
amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. For the purposes of assessing
impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there are separately identifiable cash flows (cashgenerating units). Non- financial assets other than goodwill that suffered an impairment are reviewed for possible
reversal of the impairment at each reporting date.
2.6 Intangible assets
The computer software licenses have a finite useful life and are carried at cost less accumulated amortisation.
Amortisation is calculated using a straight-line method to allocate the cost of computer software licenses over
their estimated useful life of 5 years.
2.7 Financial assets
2.7.1 Classification and recognition
The Organisation has applied IFRS 9. Financial assets are measured at amortised cost if there are held within a
business model whose objective is to hold assets in order to collect contractual cash flows which arise on specified
dates and that are solely principal and interest. A debt investment is measured at fair value through other
comprehensive income if it is held within a business model whose objective is to both hold assets in order to
collect contractual cash flows which arise on specified dates that are solely for payment of principal and interest
as well as selling the asset on the basis of its fair value.
All other financial assets are classified and measured at fair value through profit or loss unless the Organisation
makes an irrevocable election on initial recognition to present gains and losses on equity instruments (that are
not held-for-trading or contingent consideration recognised in a business combination) in other comprehensive
income ('OCI'). A financial asset may be irrevocably designated as measured at fair value through profit or loss
to reduce the effect of, or eliminate, an accounting mismatch. For financial liabilities designated at fair value
through profit or loss, the standard requires the portion of the change in fair value that relates to the
Organisation's own credit risk to be presented in OCI (unless it would create an accounting mismatch). New
simpler hedge accounting requirements are intended to more closely align the accounting treatment with the
risk management activities of the Organisation.
Impairment is measured using a 12-month ECL method unless the credit risk on a financial instrument has
increased significantly since initial recognition in which case the lifetime ECL method is adopted. For receivables,
the general approach to measuring expected credit losses using a 12-month expected loss allowance is employed.

12
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SOUTHERN AFRICAN POWER POOL
NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont’d)
for the year ended 31 March 2020

2.7.2 Subsequent measurement
Subsequent to the initial recognition, loans and receivables were carried at amortised cost. Gains or losses arising
from changes in the fair value were recognised as follows:
a) for financial assets at amortised cost.
b) for other monetary securities - in other gain/(losses) net.

The Organisation has the following financial instruments that are subject to the expected credit loss model:
a) Other receivables which includes staff debtors, grant income receivables and deposits
b) Cash and cash equivalents
Whilst cash and cash equivalents are also subject to the impairment requirements of IFRS 9, the identified
impairment loss was immaterial.
2.7.4 Accounts receivable
The Organisation applies the IFRS 9 general approach model to measuring expected credit losses which uses a
12-month expected loss allowance for all other receivables. To measure the expected credit losses, other
receivables have been grouped based on shared credit risk characteristics and the days past due. The
Organisation has therefore concluded that the expected loss rates for other receivables are a reasonable
approximation of the loss rates.
The historical loss rates are adjusted to reflect current and forward-looking information on macroeconomic
factors affecting the ability of the customers to settle the receivables. The Organisation identified the GDP rate
to be the most relevant factors, and accordingly adjusts the historical loss rates based on expected changes in
these factors.
2.7.5 Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the financial assets have expired or
have been transferred and the Organisation has transferred substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2.7.3 Impairment of financial assets
The Organisation assessed at the end of each reporting period whether there was objective evidence that a
financial asset or group of financial assets was impaired. A financial asset or group of financial asset was impaired
and impairment losses were incurred only if there was objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or
more events that occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (a loss event) and that the loss event (events)
had an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets that could be
reliably estimated.

2.8 Financial liabilities
Financial liabilities comprise trade payables. Trade payables and other short-term monetary liabilities, which
are initially recognised at fair value and subsequently carried at amortised cost using the effective interest
method.
2.9 Special funds
Funds granted for speciﬁc purposes are accounted for separately as Special Funds in the statement of ﬁnancial
position. They are maintained in a separate bank account. Any interest earned on the unused funds is credited
to, and bank charges are debited to the Special Fund. The amount expended is recognised as income on a
systematic and rational basis over the period necessary to match them with the related costs. Grants related to
assets are capitalized with the amount utilized for the period amortised to the income and expenditure account.
2.10 Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the Organisation has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past
events and it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will be required to settle
13
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the obligation and a reliable estimate of the amount of the obligation can be made. Provisions are measured at
the Organisation's best estimate of the expenditure required to settle the obligation at the reporting date and
are discounted to present value where the effect is material.
2.11 Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise cash on hand and demand deposits, and other short-term highly liquid
investments that are readily convertible to a known amount of cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of
changes in value.
2.12 Market Trading Platform (MTP) bank accounts
Market Trading Platform (MTP) bank accounts are maintained at Stanbic Bank Botswana Limited. The purpose of
these accounts is primarily for clearing purposes, accounting for market transactions, security custodial services,
administration fees, wheeling fees and transmission losses.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2.13 Employee benefits
a) National Social Security Authority Scheme
Employees contribute to the National Social Security Authority (NSSA) statutory pension and benefits scheme,
which is a defined contribution scheme. This scheme was promulgated under the National Social Security Act of
1989. The Organisation’s obligation under the scheme is limited to specific contributions as legislated from time
to time, which are presently three per cent of pensionable emoluments.
3. CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS
Estimates and judgments are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors,
including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
Critical accounting estimates and judgements
The Organisation makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting accounting estimates
will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates and assumptions that have a significant
risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial
year are addressed below:
(a) Useful lives of property and equipment
The Organisation's management determines the estimated useful lives, residual values and related depreciation
charges for its property and equipment. This estimate is based on projected life cycles for these assets. It could
change significantly as a result of technical innovation and other factors. Management will increase the
depreciation charge where useful lives are less than previously estimated lives, or it will write off or write down
technically obsolete or non- strategic assets that have been abandoned or sold.
b) Going concern
The Organisation's forecasts, taking into account reasonably possible changes in trading performance, show that
the Organisation should be able to operate within the level of its current financing. Going concern assessment is
an area involving significant management judgement requiring assessment in determining the projected future
cash flows. Management has a reasonable expectation that the Organisation has adequate resources to continue
in operational existence for the foreseeable future. The Organisation therefore continues to adopt the going
concern basis in preparing its financial statements.

14
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Property
and
equipment
US$

Computer
and SCADA
equipment
US$

Office
equipment
US$

Furniture
and fittings
US$

Motor
vehicles
US$

MTP
equipment
US$

Total
US$

Year ended 31 March 2020
Opening carrying amount
Cost: additions
Cost: disposals
Scrapped
Depreciation: on disposals
Depreciation : on scrapped
Depreciation: for the year

406,658
772,062
(347,362)
70,229
(4,056)

66,779
34,453
(2,699)
2,699
(35,764)

42,139
15,930
(7,868)
(19,019)
5,749
19,015
(14,686)

79,816
10,960
(22,224)
19,950
(17,598)

36,106
16,739
(4,224)
4,224
(7,576)

465,100
(155,034)

1,096,598
850,144
(14,791)
(388,605)
29,923
91,943
(234,714)

Closing carrying amount

897,531

65,468

41,260

70,904

45,269

310,066

1,430,498

118,615
(77,355)

125,445
(54,541)

74,885
(29,616)

1,459,678
(1,149,612)

5,707,625
(4,277,127)

65,468

41,260

70,904

45,269

310,066

1,430,498

49,008
43,170
(8,963)
8,025
(24,461)

56,551
(14,412)

96,951
(126)
(17,009)

66,779

42,139

79,816

36,106

465,100

1,096,598

129,576
(87,437)

136,708
(56,892)

62,369
(26,263)

1,459,678
(994,578)

5,260,877
(4,164,279)

42,139

79,816

36,106

465,100

1,096,598

At 31 March 2020
Cost
Accumulated depreciation
Closing carrying amount
Year ended 31 March 2019
Balance 1 April 2018
Cost: Additions
Cost: Disposals
Transfers
Depreciation: on disposals
Depreciation: for the year
Closing carrying amount
At 31 March 2019
Cost
Accumulated depreciation
Closing carrying amount

900,563
(3,032)
897,531

390,943
24,072
(8,357)
406,658

475,862
(69,204)
406,658

3,028,439
(2,962,971)

2,996,684
(2,929,905)
66,779

3,560
33,437
(891)

620,133
(155,033)

1,217,146
100,679
(8,963)
(126)
8,025
(220,163)
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5 INTANGIBLE ASSET-SOFTWARE
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2020
US$
Gross carrying amount - cost
Balance at 1 April 2019

78,225

Balance as at 31 March 2020

78,225

Amortisation and impairment
Balance at 1 April 2019
Amortisation

(48,805)
(9,806)

Balance amount 31 March 2020

(58,611)

Net carrying amount as at 31 March 2020

19,614

2019
US$
78,225

Gross carrying amount - cost
Balance at 1 April 2018
Balance as at 31 March 2019

78,225

Amortisation and impairment
Balance at 1 April 2018
Amortisation

(39,000)
(9,805)

Balance as at 31 March 2019

(48,805)

Net carrying amount as at 31 March 2019

29,420

6 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
Other receivables
Allowance for expected credit losses
Total financial assets other than cash and cash equivalents classified as loans
and receivables
Prepayments

1,110,171
-

722,553
-

1,110,171

722,553

220,417

55,338

Statutory receivables

87,657

16,469

Accounts receivable

1,418,245

794,360

Accounts receivable includes a restricted balance of US$18,457 (2019:US$20,283) held in an offshore account as part
of the security arrangements of the lease agreement with the PAU and CC premises landlords. This represents three
month's rental charge plus interest received in the security deposit account.
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6 ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (Cont'd)
Impairment of accounts receivable
The organisation applies IFRS 9 simplified approach to measuring expected credit losses using a lifetime expected
credit loss provision for trade and other receivables. To measure expected credit losses on a collective basis, trade
and other receivables are grouped based on similar credit risk and their aging.
No provision for credit losses has been made because historically the organisation's debtors cleared their arrears
within three months after the preceding year end. Based on forward-looking information and the historical
information, the organisation has assessed the risk of default by its debtors as low and no expected credit losses
have been recognised.
2019
US$

7 MARKET TRADING PLATFORM ACCOUNTS
SAPP MTP BPC USD
SAPP MTP CEC
SAPP MTP Clearing USD
SAPP MTP Congestion Income
SAPP MTP EDM USD
SAPP MTP ESKOM ZAR
SAPP MTP HCB USD
SAPP MTP LEC USD
SAPP MTP LHPC USD
SAPP MTP NamPower USD
SAPP MTP NamPower ZAR
SAPP MTP SEC USD
SAPP MTP SNEL USD
SAPP MTP Transmission Losses USD
SAPP MTP Wheeling USD
SAPP MTP ZESA USD
SAPP MTP ZESCO

2,231,910
535,616
2,041,126
17,465,605
1,818,636
1,259,506
1,771,866
5,987,233
4,958
16,225,447
6,824,029
548,210
134,530
419,576
413,863
980,643
406,477

3,582,784
534,698
1,422,548
13,950,854
200,531
3,395,097
1,696,990
6,496,281
4,955
6,851,720
7,316,334
763,239
4,976
2,627
13,366
4,173,826
5,097,886

59,069,231

55,508,712

14,475,554
1,125,178
938,234
777,435
17,316,401

13,221,682
1,228,435
937,565
333,642
15,721,324
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2020
US$

8 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Co-ordination Centre funds (note 8.1)
Norwegian Government Grant (note 8.2.1)
ZIZABONA Project Grant (note 8.2.2)
World Bank (note 8.2.3)
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2020
US$

2019
US$

8 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (Cont'd)

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Cash and cash equivalents comprise the following for the purposes of the cash flow statement:
Cash and bank balances
17,316,401
15,721,324
Less: Restricted cash
(18,457)
(20,283)

8.1 Coordination Centre Funds
Petty cash USD
Stanbic capital
Stanbic MTP BWP
Stanbic MTP USD
Stanbic USD
Stanbic USD High
Stanbic USD rent guarantee
Standard Chartered Bank USD

17,297,944

15,701,041

1,032
5,152,523
79,293
8,710,198
456,503
64,513
8,501
2,991
14,475,554

825
2,355,933
87,016
10,179,967
510,278
64,467
8,501
14,695
13,221,682

Cash and cash equivalents comprise the following for the purposes of the cash flow statement:
Cash and bank balances
14,475,554
13,221,682
Less: Restricted cash
(8,501)
(8,501)
14,467,053

13,213,181

8.2 Special funds
8.2.1 Norwegian Government Grant

2020
NOK
10,589,075
5,293
10,594,368

Balance as at 1 April 2019
Interest received
Balance as at 31 March 2020
Payments
Bank charges
Rate variance

(2,760)
(2,760)

Balance as at 31 March 2020
Balance as at 1 April 2018
Interest received
Payments
Bank charges
Rate variance
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(304)
(103,556)
(103,860)
1,125,178

10,586,542
5,293

1,345,792
609

10,591,835

1,346,401

10,589,075
18

1,228,435
603
1,229,038

10,591,608

(2,760)
(2,760)

Balance as at 31 March 2019

2020
US$

(318)
(117,648)
(117,966)
1,228,435
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8 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS (Cont'd)
8.2.2 ZIZABONA Project

2020
US$
937,565
669

Balance as at 1 April 2019
Interest received
Balance as at 31 March 2020

938,234

Balance as at 1 April 2018
Interest received

Zizabona meetings

(9,864)

Balance as at 31 March 2019

937,565

8.2.3 World Bank Project
Stanbic World Bank USD
Stanbic AFDB MOZ - ZAM
Stanbic SAPP- Pula
Stanbic SAPP Rent Guarantee
Stanbic AFDB - Solwezi Kolwezi
Stanbic SAPP Kolwezi - Solwezi
Stanbic MOZ - ZAM

2020

2019

US$

US$

531,439
19,624
766
9,956
19,221
101,860
94,569
777,435

82,939
19,772
1,239
11,782
123,193
94,717
333,642

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

2,019
US$
946,762
667
947,429

Cash and cash equivalents comprise the following for the purposes of the cash flow statement:
Cash and bank balances
Less: restricted cash

777,435
(9,956)
767,479

333,642
(11,782)
321,860

85,003
2,520
435,560
523,083

115,558
39 650
374,206
529,414

9 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
Trade
Other
Provisions (note 9.1)
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for the year ended 31 March 2020
9 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (Cont'd)
9 ACCOUNTS PAYABLE (Cont'd)
9.1 Provisions
9.1 Provisions

Carrying amount at 1 April 2019
Carrying amount at 1 April 2019
Additional provisions
Additional provisions
Amount utilised
Amount utilised

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Carrying amount at 31 March 2020
Carrying amount at 31 March 2020
Carrying amount at 1 April 2018
Carrying amount at 1 April 2018
Additional provisions
Additional provisions
Amount utilised
Amount utilised
Carrying amount at 31 March 2019
Carrying amount at 31 March 2019

Leave pay
Leave pay
provision
provision
US$
US$
142,470
142,470
75,054
75,054
(27,931)
(27,931)
189,593
189,593
68,585
68,585
82,247
82,247
(8,362)
(8,362)
142,470
142,470

10 MARKET TRADING PLATFORM (MTP) ADMINISTRATION FEES
10 MARKET TRADING PLATFORM (MTP) ADMINISTRATION FEES
April
April
May
May
June
June
July
July
August
August
September
September
October
October
November
November
December
December
January
January
February
February
March
March
11 GRANTS
11 GRANTS
World Bank
World Bank
ZIZABONA
ZIZABONA
Norad
Norad
12 OTHER INCOME
12 OTHER INCOME
Interest on investments
Interest on investments
Interest received
Interest received
Foreign exchange gain
Foreign exchange gain
Sundry income
Sundry income
20
20
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Gratuity
Gratuity
provision
provision
US$
US$
188,504
188,504
104,596
104,596
(73,369)
(73,369)
219,731
219,731
121,999
121,999
84,828
84,828
(18,323)
(18,323)
188,504
188,504

Performance
Performance
bonus
bonus
provision
provision
US$
US$

Total
Total
US$
US$

43,232
43,232
26,236
26,236
(43,232)
(43,232)

374,206
374,206
205,886
205,886
(144,532)
(144,532)

26,236
26,236

435,560
435,560

29,678
29,678
32,443
32,443
(18,889)
(18,889)
43,232
43,232
2020
2020
US$
US$

220,262
220,262
199,518
199,518
(45,574)
(45,574)
374,206
374,206
2019
2019
US$
US$

224,691
224,691
255,931
255,931
350,776
350,776
499,166
499,166
370,438
370,438
394,613
394,613
512,653
512,653
344,195
344,195
354,858
354,858
332,399
332,399
190,694
190,694
178,457
178,457
4,008,871
4,008,871

253,593
253,593
174,682
174,682
247,695
247,695
391,629
391,629
348,958
348,958
521,582
521,582
718,160
718,160
432,715
432,715
322,018
322,018
245,094
245,094
268,318
268,318
183,974
183,974
4,108,418
4,108,418

6,104,971
6,104,971
(667)
(667)
585,025
585,025
6,689,329
6,689,329

5,149,181
5,149,181
9,864
9,864
884,722
884,722
6,043,767
6,043,767

101,181
101,181
13,592
13,592
601,772
601,772
(26,529)
(26,529)
690,016
690,016

86,523
86,523
9,357
9,357
1,032,931
1,032,931
9,982
9,982
1,138,793
1,138,793
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2020
US$

2019
US$

13 COMMUNICATION COSTS
Cell phone charges
Internet charges
Telephone and fax charges

12,115
20,579
4,578
37,272

7,495
25,797
9,447
42,739

14,619
150,303
164,922

13,703
253,998
267,701

16,087
9,990
15,403
6,585
2,000
525
562
6,273,661
15,218
281,064
1,062
2,213
1,942
4,646
1,115
931
518
6,834
61,701
3,911
6,705,968

12,348
10,635
6,694
4,986
703
6,210,772
15,848
714
301
504
330
2,605
4,622
431
100
7,681
7,658
51,472
2,384
6,340,788

MTP & SCADA hardware maintenance
MTP & SCADA software
15 ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
Audit fees
Branded corporate gifts
Computer consumables and networks
Conferences workshops and seminars
Consultancy fees
Corporate and social responsibility
Cloud storage
Generator expenses
Grant utilised (note 15.1)
Insurance
Legal fees
Loss in disposal of assets
Membership subscription
Newspapers, books and periodicals
Postages and couriers
Printing, photocopying and stationery
Repairs and maintenance - computer equipment
Repairs and maintenance - furniture and fittings
Repairs and maintenance - office equipment
SAPP annual report
Software licences and maintenance
Whistle blowing
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14 MARKET TRADING PLATFORM AND SCADA EXPENSES
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2020
US$
15.1 GRANTS UTILISED
Project Advisory Unit
ZIZABONA - SAPP CC
Norad - SAPP CC

5,844,332
(667)
429,996
6,273,661

2019
US$

5,316,186
9,864
884,722
6,210,772

16 DEPRECIATION
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SAPP Coordination Centre
SAPP Project Advisory Unit
Norwegian Government Grant

67,710
11,975
155,029
234,714

52,514
12,615
155,034
220,163

8,984
822
9,806

8,983
822
9,805

22,471

19,842

1,312

10,410

1,936
2,432
38
645
5,051

2,527
1,106
5
2,397
6,035

4,799
2,984
370
178
1,718
64,803
37,026
13,350
125,228

5,022
12,577
1,717
4,875
1,877
15,739
41,807

17 SOFTWARE AMORTISATION
SAPP Coordination Centre
SAPP Project Advisory Unit

18 FINANCE CHARGES
Bank charges
19 MARKETING AND PUBLICITY
Advertising and promotions
20 MOTOR VEHICLE EXPENSES
Motor vehicle fuel
Motor vehicle insurance
Motor vehicle licences and parking fees
Repairs and maintenance - motor vehicles
21 OCCUPANCY COSTS
Cleaning expenses
Rates and water charges
Repairs and maintenance - buildings
Repairs and maintenance - grounds and tools
Repairs and maintenance- electricals
Rent
Relocation costs
Security

22
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2020
US$

2019
US$

13th cheque
Availability allowance
Basic salaries
Cash in lieu of leave
Funeral cover
Gratuity
Group life assurance cover
Group personal insurance
Hardship allowance
Housing allowance
Market mobility incentive
Medical aid
Medical expenses (first aid box)
National Social Security Authority
Office provisions
Overtime
Pension
Performance bonus
Sports equipment and
Staff training
Staff uniforms
Staff welfare
Subscriptions allowance
Transport allowance
Work permits
Worker compensation insurance

67,514
21,866
830,480
25,925
515
104,596
6,675
3,262
80,897
49,858
12,950
34,980
100
1,862
3,869
8,318
3,526
8,726
4,481
28,308
2,767
5,599
4,494
15,716
3,300
11,986

54,869
19,650
690,424
31,913
521
84,828
5,696
2,704
6,161
41,596
1,819
28,663
664
4,652
9,117
17,121
3,311
32,443
145
41,922
2,866
7,208
4,324
13,184
3,700
8,698

1,342,570

1,118,199

43,253
550
14,922
23,771
94,228
12,925
5,135
194,784

51,764
238
13,002
13
29,205
89,429
11,693
4,200
199,544
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22 STAFF COSTS

23 TRAVEL AND SUBSISTENCE
Accommodation and meals
Commission, VAT and administration charges
International conferences
Mileage claim
Per diem allowance
Travel - international
Travel - local
Visa applications
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2020
US$

2019
US$

24 RECRUITMENT EXPENSES
Advertising
Airfares
Accommodation and meals
Perdiems
Consultancy fees
Relocation costs
Work permits
Other

12,324
9,840
2,220
9,750
9,111
153
43,398

3,301
10,689
11,638
2,130
5,374
1,000
714
34,846
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25 MANAGEMENT OF CAPITAL
The Organisation’s objectives when managing capital are to safeguard the Organisation’s ability to continue
as a going concern. The Organisation is funded out of member's contribution to capital and as such there are
no borrowings to support the capital structure for which capital risk management would be considered
neccesary.
necessary.
26 RELATED PARTY INFORMATION
The following are the related parties of the organisation:
26.1 Related party
Stephen Dihwa
Alison Chikova
Musara Beta
Jean Madzongwe

Nature of relationship
Key Management
Key Management
Key Management
Key Management

26.2 Related party transactions
The following represent transactions with related parties during the year:Related party
Key management

Nature of transaction
Payments made to key management

26.3 Related party payables
Included in trade and other payables are the following balances:Amounts owed by key management

2020
US$

2019
US$

610,940

580,179

42,571

16,839

27 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - RISK MANAGEMENT
27.1 Risk
The organisation is exposed through its operations to the following financial risks:
1. Credit risk
2. Interest rate risk
3. Liquidity and cashflow risk
In common with all other organisations, the organisation is exposed to risks that arise from its use of financial
instruments . This note describes the organisation's objectives, policies and processes for managing those risks
and methods used to measure them. Further quantitative information in respect of these risks is presented
throughout these financial statements.
24
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27 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - RISK MANAGEMENT (Cont'd)
27.5 Interest rate risk
This is the risk that arises from the adverse movement in the value of future interest receipts resulting from
movements in interest rates. There is currently no interest rate risk as the organisation does not have any
borrowings.
27.6 Financial assets not measured at fair value
Financial assets not measured at fair value include cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable and trade
and other payables. Due to their short-term nature, the carrying values of cash and cash equivalents, account
receivable, trade and other payables approximate their fair value.
27.7 Foreign exchange risk

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Foreign exchange risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will
fluctuate because of changes in foreign exchange rates. The organisation is exposed to foreign exchange risk
arising from various currency exposures, primarily with respect to the South African rand, Botswana Pula and
the Norwegian Kroner. Foreign exchange risk arises from future commercial transactions, recognised assets
and liabilities and net investments in foreign operations denominated in a currency that is not the
organisation’s functional currency. The organisation did not hedge its financial instruments.
2020
US$
Assets
Botswana Pula
Norwegian Kroner
South African Rand

Liabilities
Norwegian Kroner
South African Rand

2019
US$

64,513
1,125,177
1,771,866
2,961,556

64,467
1,228,435
1,696,990
2,989,892

1,125,177
1,771,866

1,228,435
1,696,990

2,897,043

2,925,425

28 LIQUIDITY RISK
Liquidity risk is the risk that an organisation will encounter difficulty in meeting its financial obligations. The
organisation monitors its risk to shortage of funds using a liquidity planning tool. This tool involves daily,
weekly, monthly cash forecasts and considers the maturity of both its financial investments and financial
assets. The organisation’s objective is to maintain sufficient cash in order to meet its financial obligations as
they fall due. Management periodically reviews management accounts and cashflows to ensure adequate
resources are available to meet commitments as they fall due.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Cont'd)
for the year ended 31 March 2020
28 LIQUIDITY RISK (Cont'd)
The table summarizes the maturity profile of the organisation’s liabilities at 31 March 2020 based on
contractual undiscounted payments:
At 31 March 2020

US$
Accounts payable
Market Trading
Platform Payables

Between 12
and 24
months
US$

Between 3
and 12
months
US$

Over 24
months

Total

US$

US$

523,083

-

-

-

523,083

56,724,671

-

-

-

56,724,671

57,247,754

57,247,754

At 31 March 2019
Up to 3
months
US$
Accounts payable
Market Trading
Platform Payables

Between 3
and 12
US$

529,414

Between 12
and 24
US$
-

Over 24
months
US$

-

Total
US$
-

529,414
53,832,699

53,832,699
54,362,113

-

-

-

54,362,113

29 COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES
There were no known commitments and contingencies as at the end of the year.
30 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING DATE
30.1 Impact of Covid-19
In March 2020, the World Health Organization declared the outbreak of a corona virus (COVID-19) as a

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Up to 3
months

pandemic. Many countries implemented comprehensive public health measures in order to slow the
transmission of the virus. Overall, the measures implemented resulted in social and economic disruptions.
The extent to which the corona virus impacts the business operations will depend on future developments
which are highly uncertain and cannot be predicted with confidence, including the duration and severity of
the outbreak, and the actions that may be required to contain the corona virus or treat its impact. In
particular, the continued spread of the virus globally is expected to negatively impact the results of the
organisation's operations, cashflows and financial position.
30.2 Approval of financial statements
These financial statements were approved by the Board for issue on 15 December 2020.
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